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CHAPTER I 
IN'l'RODUCTION 
The purpose of this study is: 
1. To determine the relationship of spelling achievement and 
visual and auditory perception. 
2. To classify spelling errors according to auditory and non-
auditory spelling. 
3. To analyze spelling errors made in actual writing according 
to spelling achievement and visual and auditory perception. 
4. To determine the richness of the vocabulary of good and 
poor spellers. 
The spelling problem is quite serious. A question many teachers ask 
I is why some children learn to spell with seemingly 1i ttle effort and others 
have much difficulty. In Indiana in 1945 and 1946 two state wide investi-
gations were made of the spelling proficiency of 82,733 children in grades 
2 to 8 in city schools and 101,747 in township schools in the same grades. 
Fox !/ reported 26 per cent of the pupils spelled normally, 28 per cent 
were accelerated, and 46 per cent retarded. These findings do not follow 
the accepted normal curve and show a decided need for improvement and re-
1/ William H. Fox, 11Spelling Proficiency in Townships in Indiana, 11 
Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University, (January, 1947), 
Volume 23, Number 1, Bloomington, Indiana, Division of Research and Field 
Services, Indiana University, p. 24. 
I 
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search in spelling. Artley !/ believed this deficiency could be remedied 
by making spelling an individualized process. Hildreth, ~/ too, recom-
mended a personal spelling vocabulary. She reported that beyond the first 
few hundred words, the written vocabulary of two people might never over-
lap. If spelling is an individualized teaching process, the question 
arises as to the special training needed to improve spelling ability and 
the perceptual aspects of good and poor spellers. 
Dolch ll defines a good speller as a person '~ho is equipped to learn 
spelling under all conditions, u thus enabling him to spell any word he 
needs to write. Consequently the purpose of this study is to present the 
factors and equipment of good and poor spellers. It is evident that a def-
inite problem does exist. 
The data for this study was obtained from 113 fourth graders in a 
middle class residential area in Massachusetts and 90 third graders in a 
school near a factory area in Connecticut. In September an intelligence 
test was . given, a spelling inventory of 95 words for third grade and 120 
words for fourth grade based on Betts-Arey ~/ material was given to deter-
mine spelling achievement. A series of visual and auditory tests which 
1/ sterl A. Artley, 11 Principles Applying to the Improvement of Spelling 
Ability,n Elementary School Journal, (November, 1948), 49:137-148. 
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, 11Word Frequency as a Factor in Learning to Read and 
Spell," Journal of Educational Research, (February, 1948), 41:467-471. 
3/ Edward W. Dolch, Better Spelling, The Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois, 
!942, P• 52. I 
4/ Emmett A. Betts and Mabel L. Arey, Teacher's Manual for Directed Spallin~ 
Activities and Guide to Spelling Progress, American Book Company, New York, 
1941. 
-
were given included: 
Visual identification of words flashed 
Visual analYsis of word elements 
Auditory word identification 
Auditory analysis of word elements 
The two visual tests were prepared by Barrett and others, !/ the 
material of which was taken from the Nichols ~ study and the words used 
were from the Thorndike ~/ word list. The auditory word analysis test was 
based on the work of Dr. Helen Murphy of Boston University, School of 
Education and constructed by Barrett and others. The auditory word iden-
tification test also built by Barrett was based on the Acomb ~/ study. 
Spelling errors have been collected from written work from September 
to December. Errors were taken from book reports, science reports, health 
stories, reports of projects, social studies topics, personal letters and 
other written assignments. No errors were taken from spelling papers be-
cause it was felt that the errors would not be indicative of true spelling 
ability. 
1/ Patricia Barrett and others, The Relationship of Perceptual Factors 
and Speed of Handwriting to Spelling Ability, Unpublished Masterts Thesis, 
Boston Uriiversit,y, School of Education, 1951, p. 35. 
2/ Augusta Nichols, The Construction and Use of a Grou~ Test for the 
Analysis of Spelling Din·icu~tJ.es, Unpub.Lished. Doctor• s Dissertation, 
Boston .University, School of Education, 1947, pp. 46-61. 
3/ Edward L. Thorndike, The Teachers Word Book of 20,000 Words, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1931. 
4/ Allen Acomb, A Study of Psychological Factors in Reading and Spelling, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1936, 
pp. 36-38. 
-
The data was tabulated for each grade separately and comparisons 
were made between good and poor spellers in the perception skills. The 
spelling errors were classified into phonetic and non-phonetic errors. 
From these errors comparisons were made between good and poor phonetic 
spellers. 
The spelling errors of good and poor spellers were checked with the 
Rinsland !/ graded word list to determine the richness of the vocabulary. 
1/ Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, 
The .Macmillan Company, New York, 1945. 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
Present day schools are criticized for the poor performance of 
children in real life situations. Often the learning of the classroom 
is not transferred into practical use. This is particularlY true of 
spelling. Words learned during the dailY spelling period are misspelled 
1/ in actual writing. Fitzgerald - made a stuqy of 3,184 letters written by 
children outside of school. The stu~ showed an amazing •deficiency in 
the transfer of spelling skill from school lesson to actual writing.• 
In the field of spelling, research studies, for ma~ years, have 
attempted to find out what makes a good speller "good" and a poor speller 
"poor." Much investigating has been done in the field of methods with the 
2/ 
"stuqy-testn versus •test-stu~.· Foran - declared that the "test-stuqy" 
method is more economical while Thompson)./ stated that this method does 
41 
not alleviate the deficiencies in spelling achievement. Durrell - recom-
1/ James A. Fi tsgerald, "Words Ilia spelled Most FrequentlY by Children of 
the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Levels in Life Outside the School,• 
Journal of Educational Research, (November, 1932), 26:21$. 
2/ Thomas G. Foran, "Basic Psychology and Techniques in Spelling," 
Education, (Februar,y, 1937), 57:365. 
J/ Robert s. Thompson, The Effectiveness of Modern Spelling Instruction, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930, P• 21. 
41 Donald D. Durrell, Basic Reading Abilities, World Book Com.paey, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, 1940, P• 269. 
II 
mended that the better spellers use the "test-study" method while the 
poorer spellers avoid confusion by learning to spell with "study-test" plan. 
To help children spell better, many spelling lists have been com-
piled. The best known are those by Gates, Horn, Dolch, Hildreth, and 
1/ 
Fitzgerald. However, a study by Betts - of seventeen spelling series 
showed very little agreement among authors of spelling lists as to words 
2/ 
to be taught and grade placement of words. Hildreth - recommended an 
individualized program ld.th the spelling vocabula.ry groldng out of the 
child's needs rather than spelling lists or texts. Fernald, 1/ too, 
claimed that the child can build his own spelling list, making formal 
word lists unnecessary. 
Another area of research in spelling bas focused attention on the 
types of errors made by children. The first research of types of errors 
was made by Hollingworth .!!/ in 1918. The errors of fifteen children were 
classified as to inclusions, omissions, common kinaesthetic elements as 
"n" and "m", substitutions, transpositions and the doubling of wrong 
5/ letters. Since then many similar studies have been made. Mendenhall -
!/Emmett A. Betts, Spelling Vocabulary Study, American Book Company, 
New York, 1940, P• 4. 
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, "An Evaluation of Spelling Word Lists and Vocabulary 
Studies,• Elementary School Journal, (January, 1951), 51:265. 
J/ Grace M. Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School Subjects, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1943, P• 206 • 
.!!/ Leta s. Hollingworth, Psychology of Special Disability in Spellins, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1918, 
PP• 38-39• 
2_/ James E. Jlendenhall, An Ana1ysis of Spelling Errors, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, l930, P• 5. 
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collected about 280,000 spellings from about 100 children in different 
grades. He found that 85 per cent of the errors are in omissions and 
substitutions of letters; 75 per cent are phonetic; 4.5 per cent are 
homon;yms • Carroll "};/ studied the spelling errors of 100 bright children 
and 100 dull children in the fourth and fifth grades. He found a marked 
difference in the kinds of errors made by the two groups. The bright 
children made a higher percentage of one letter errors and spelled words 
phonetically. The dull children made a higher percentage of group errors. 
Analyses of spelling errors were made by Fuller, ~/ and Van Dusen, 11 to 
determine whether supplementary lists or basic spelling lists are most 
conducive to good spelling. They came to the conclusion that children's 
spelling vocabulary is an individualized process much in keeping with the 
statements by Hildreth J! and Fernald. 2/ 
6/ Gates - has done much research to determine the role of visual per-
caption. He claimed "The ability to perceive certain essential details of 
!/ Herbert A. Carroll, Generalization of Bright and Dull Children - A Co~ 
parative Study nth Special Reference to Spelling, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columoia University, l9JO, PP• 28-44. 
~/Marion c. Fuller, Compilation, Tabulation and Analysis of Spelling 
Errors in Grade Four, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
l946, P• 41. 
;./A. Elizabeth Van Dusen, A Co ilation and Ana 
in Grade Three, Unpublished'~Ya~s".:'T"'-'r~'~s:-i:T;:-he~s~i:--::s~,~B~o~sra'-...;;;;;"""'T~~~~*='~;...;...;-. )1. 
~/ Gertrude Hildreth, op. cit., P• 265. 
21 Grace M. Fernald, op. cit., P• 2o6. 
§_I Arthur I. Gates, The Psychology of Reading and Spelling, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922, p. )6. 
7 
4 
words yields higher correlation with spelling than with reading." From 
this he inferred that certain children obtain from words an impression 
adequate for reading but not adequate for spelling. Others may become 
not only good readers but also good spellers, through the ability to see 
words in a particularly favorable way. In an attempt to devise a tech-
nique for the diagnosis of disability in reading and spelling and to 
1/ 
ascertain the causes of such disabilities, Gates - found a correlation of 
o.55 between ability to discriminate small differences between pairs of 
words and ability to spell. He also found a correlation of 0.48 between 
ability to pronounce and ability to spell. Both correlations are positive 
and show marked relationship. 
Hollingworth ~/ asserted that abilities to perceive certain details 
of words correlate higher with spelling than with reading for some children. 
Two studies which point strongly to the importance of the visual 
3/ 4/ factor are those of Gates and Chase - and Mildred Templin. - Gates and 
Chase compared the spelling of deaf children with that of normal children 
of equal reading ability. The deaf excelled the normal children. From 
this data, it was concluded that the deaf owe their remarkable spelling 
1/ Arthur I. Gates, 11Stuey of Reading and Spelling with Special Reference 
to Disability," Journal of Educational Research, (June, 1922), 6:16. 
~/ Leta s. Hollingworth, op. cit., P• 37• 
J/ Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase, "Methods and Theories of learning 
to Spell Tested by Studies of Deaf Children," Journal of Educational 
P§fchologr, (May, 1926), 17:300• 
~/ V:ildred c. Templin, "A Comparison of the Spelling Achievement of Normal 
and Defective Hearing Subjects," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
(October, 1948, 39:341• 
8 
ability primarily to a peculiarily effective type of perceiving, of re-
acting visually to words. 
Templin analyzed the spelling errors made by three groups of 78 
normal hearing, 78 hard of hearing, and 78 dear children. These children 
were within the age range of six months, a grade placement of one year 
and within a 15 point range on the Pinter Intelligence Test. The mean 
number of words misspelled by the normal hearing was about twice as large 
as the mean number misspelled by the hard of hearing and three times as 
large as the number misspelled by the deaf. The superiority of the deaf 
was also indicated by the number of different words misspelled. The normal 
hearing misspelled 331 different words, the hard of hearing 293 different 
words and the deaf only 188 different words. All the words misspelled by 
the three groups were classified according to frequency use at the fifth 
1/ grade level (reading age) in the Rinsland's - list. or the words mis-
spelled by the normal hearing, 79 per cent could be classified at this 
grade level, 80 per cent of the hard of hearing, and 79 per cent of the 
dear. Since the deaf and hard of hearing are handicapped from the auditor,y 
point of view, this would seem to be a strong point for visual perception 
in relation to spelling ability. 
In a stuqy to determine the relation of perceptual factors and speed 
of handwriting to spelling ability, Barrett ~/ and seven others concluded 
from their data that visual perception had a higher relationship to spell-
ing ability than audi tor,y. 
!/ Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit. 
~/ Patricia Barrett and others, op. cit., P• 61. 
9 
Although the number of the McGovney !/ study are too small to draw 
adequate conclusions, there is an indication that visual ability plays a 
definite role in spelling. In comparing fourteen good spellers with four-
teen poor spellers, she found that the good spellers showed marked superi-
ority in (1) phonetic ability, (2) visual perception, (3) analysis of word-
like characters, and (4) visual memory of symbols. Results of the tests 
for visual analysis and recognition of word-like characters and tests for 
visual memory of symbols are especially significant in that all but one 
of the poor spellers made poor scores. 
These studies have all stressed the visual factor. There is, how-
ever, evidence that spelling ability is dependent on a combination of 
auditory and visual perception. 
Watson '!/ states, 11 the relationship between sound and visual graphic 
form is intimately involved in spelling.n 
Acomb ~/according to his data showed a correlation of 0.76 between 
spelling and visual discrimination and 0.74 between spelling and auditory 
discrimination, denoting a significant relationship. 
Hartman~/ gave eight individual tests of auditory and visual capaci-
ties to groups of good, average, and poor spellers among 336 college fresh-
1/ Margarita McGovney, "Spelling Deficiencies in Children of Superior 
Ability, u Elementary English Review, (June, 1930), 7:147. 
2/ Alice E. Watson, Experimental Studies in Psychology and Pedagogy, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935, p. 33. 
~/Allan Acomb, op. cit., P• 47. 
4/ George w. Hartman, "The Relative Influence of Visual and Auditory 
'Factors in Spelling Ability,u Journal of Educational Psychology, 
(December, 1931), 22:697. 
II 
II 
men. He concluded that 11 spelling ability is no more a function of general 
visual perception than it is of auditory perception.• He also states that 
spelling ability is "essential~ a central function." 
Two studies indicating that poor spellers are deficient in both 
auditory and visual ability were done by Hudson and Toler!/ and Palmer. ~/ 
Hudson and Toler found that in a large group of fifth grade pupils, those 
in the upper fourth with respect to spelling ability made relatively few 
misspellings that could not reasonably be justified as phonetic. Misspell-
ings of the lower fourth were, for the greater part, non-phonetic. They 
concluded that these poor spellers were lacking in both auditory and 
visual discrimination. 
Palmer did a stuqy with two groups, one of good spellers with an 
average intelligence of 125.98 and one of poor spellers with an average 
intelligence of ll8.21. The good spellers were found to be noticeab~ 
superior to the poor spellers in tests of phonetic abilities and visual 
perception. The difference between the two groups in the tests of visual 
a~sis and recognition and visual and auditory memory span was too slight 
to be of a~ significance. 
Although there is much evidence indicating that visual perception 
effects spelling ability and that the two factors, auditory and visual 
perception combined, play a strong part in determining spelling ability, 
1/ Jess s. Hudson and Lola Toler, "Instruction in Auditory Discrimination 
as Means of Improving Spelling," Elementa;r School Journal, (April, 1949), 
49:468. 
2/ Mary E. Palmer, 11Abilities Possessed by the Good Spellers," 
Elementar,y English Review, (June, 1930), 7:160. 
II 
there is little research to show that auditory ability alone contributes 
to good spelling. 
Spache !/ in commenting on the Gates and Chase ~/ study in which 
deaf children showed a superior spelling ability states, "This evidence 
does not demonstrate that unrecognized loses are of no significance, but 
merely that gross loses are often met by compensation.u He goes on to 
say that the errors in which poor spellers exceed are due at least in part 
to lack of auditory discrimination. 
Spache ~/ also concluded from a study of the spelling errors of 
twenty-five average spellers and twenty-five poor spellers in grades 
three to five, that poor spellers are lacking in auditory discrimination, 
1 phonic skills and knowledges. 
4/ Horn, - however, states, 11Children who learn by a phonic method 
seem to have no advantage in learning to spell. n 
1/ George Spache, 11Spelling Disability Correlates I - Factors Probably 
casual in Spelling Disability, II Journal of Educational Research, 
(April, 1941), 34:563. 
~/ Arthur I. Gates and Esther H. Chase, op. cit., p. 298. 
3/ George Spache, 11Characteristic Errors of Good and Poor Spellers,u 
Journal of Educational Research, (November, 1940), 34:188. 
4/ Ernest Horn, "Principles of Teaching Spelling as Derived from Scientific 
Investigation,n National Society for the Study of Education, 18th Yearbook, 
Part II, Public Scbool Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1919, 
p. 63. 
II 
In agreement with Horn, Hilderbrant !/ states 
The phonetic method of teaching reading is not most 
highly conducive to the development of spelling ability, 
though it tends to promote the method of spelling by sound. 
Sometimes the individual lays too much stress on phonetic 
elements. He treats them as units and so obstructs his 
view of the word as a group of significant parts or as a 
whole. 
In reviewing research in the cause of spelling disability, one finds 
evidence in accord with Foran•s ~/ statement that, "The perceptual nature 
of spelling places emphasis on seeing words, noting similarities between 
them and other words." He continues pointing out that, "Inaccurate visual 
perception may therefore be a source of spelling disability." 
In support of a combination of factors, auditor.r and visual perception, 
there is some strong evidence indicating that these perceptual skills are 
interrelated in ·their relationship to spelling ability. 
1/ Edith L. Hilderbrant, "The Psychological Ana~sis of Spelling," 
Pedagogical Seminary, 1923, 30:373• 
~/ Thomas G. Foran, The Psychology and Teachi~ of Spelli!l;g, Catholic 
Education Press, Washington, D. C., l934, P• 8. 
1B 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
The following series of tests were given in September to 113 fourth 
grade pupils in a residential area in Massachusetts and 90 third grade 
children near a factory area in Connecticut: 
1. Mental maturity 
2. Spelling inventory 
3. Visual identification of words flashed 
4. Visual analysis of word elements 
5. Auditory word identification 
6. Auditory ana}Jrsis of word elements 
1. MENTAL .MATURITY 
In october the New California Elementary Short Form Test of Mental 
Maturity!/ was given to 113 pupils in the fourth grade. The Kuhlmann-
Anderson ~/ Test was given to 90 pupils in the third grade. 
1/ Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis W. Clark and Ernest W. Tiegs, New Cali for-
ma Test of Mental Maturity, Elementary Short Form, california Test Bureau, 
Los Angeles, 1947. 
2/ F. Kuhlmann and Rose Anderson, Kuhlmann-Anderson Test, Fifth Edition, 
Grade III, Educational Test Bureau, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
-
14 
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2. SPELLING INVENTORY 
The spelling inventory based on Betts-Arey !/ material consisted of 
Forms I through VI . Third graders were given 95 words in Forms I through 
IV and fourth graders were given 120 words in Forms II through VI. A 
copy of this inventory is to be found in Appendix B. 
3 . VISUAL IDENTIFICATION OF WORDS 
The two visual tests, based on the Nichols ~/ study, were constructed 
I by Barrett ll and others . Except for the first few exercises, words not 
in the average pupil's reading vocabulary were purposely chosen. The 
visual identification of words flashed is made up of thirty-six exercises 
I of from five to seven words in each exercise. The words were shown from 
II five to eight seconds, then the children were to circle the word they had 
seen. 
Sample Exercises Are Listed Below 
Exercise l 
ago, dog, do, go, girl - the word shown was dog 
Exercise 19 
expediential, exportable, exponential, experiment, 
experiential, experimental, equivoctial - the word 
shown was experimental 
!/ Emmett A. Betts and Mabel L. Arey, op. cit . 
~ ~/Augusta Nichols, op. cit., pp. 46-61. 
~/ Patricia Barrett and others, op. cit., pp. 31-34. 
General Directions for Administering the Test 
"Here is a card with a word on it. You are to look at the word on 
the card and then find the same word on your paper. For example, I will 
show a card with the word dog on it. Look at number 1 on your paper, 
find the word and draw a line around it.• 
The following is the complete list of the words shown: 
1. dog 19. experimental 
2. top 20. desirous 
3· last 21. promoting 
4. black 22. regulation 
5. clean 23. contended 
6. quiet 24. consequence 
7. different 25. reformation 
a. contain 26. disinfectant 
9· weather 27. inferring 
10. pleasantness 28. perversity 
11. reception 29. formulate 
12. indication 30. accordance 
13. factories 31. inductor 
14. ungrateful 32. engender 
15. entertainment 33· maturation 
16. appreciate 34· semicentennial 
17. undecided 35· sudorific 
18. desertion 36. astrophysical 
Credit was given for each word correctly encircled. A perfect score 
would be 36. A copy of this test is to be found in Appendix B. 
4. VISUAL ANALYSIS OF WORD ELEMENTS 
In this test a word is flashed for five seconds and after five 
seconds more the child circles the elements of the word which he can re-
member seeing. There are thirty-six exercises in the test with each ex-
ercise made up of word elements. All parts of the word can be found in 
each exercise, though not in the proper order. A card with the key word 
II is shown for five to eight seconds. 
II 
,, 
In the third grade credit was given for each word in which all the 
letter combinations were circled. A perfect score would be 36. In the 
fourth grade the test was scored in two •vays, first by the number of 
letter combinations correctly marked with a possible score of 136, and 
secondly, by the number of words in which all the combinations were cor-
rectly marked with a possible score of 36. The two methods were correlated 
by using the Pearson Product Moment formula based on the scatter diagram 
as given by Garrett. !/ 
xy 
- CXCy 
N 
r • 
0 X 0 Y 
The visual analysis scores correlated .86. As this correlation 
showed evidence of marked relationship between the two methods, it was 
decided to use the second method of scoring. A word was scored right 
only when all parts were marked correctly. 
5. AUDITORY WORD IDENTIFICATION 
The auditory word identification test was based on the Acomb ~ study 
and is composed of thirty-six exercises of increasing difficulty with five 
words in each exercise. The words are of similar length and contain 
similar sounds at either the beginnings, endings, or in the central parts. 
!The examiner says a word, the child finds that word on his test paper and 
draws a line around it. 
1/ Henry E. Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, Longmans, 
Green and Company, New York, 1947, p. 287. 
2/ Allan Acomb, o • cit., pp. 36-38. 
~-= -
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Sample Exercises Are Listed Below 
Exercise 1 
The key word is complement 
a ment com ab n ion ple 
Exercise 19 
The key word is dialectic 
a e ing tic lee di ous . 
The key word for each exercise is: 
1. complement 19. dialectic 
2. dramatist 20. acquaintance 
3. nectarine 21. disagreeable 
4. acknowledge 22. laboratory 
5. advertisement 23. extraordinary 
6. quartet 24. confectionary 
7. guarantee 25. refrigerator 
8. parliament 26. vermilion 
9. temptation 27. perambulate 
10. enthusiastic 28. millimeter 
n. disappointment 29. excelsior 
12. magnificent 30. approbation 
13. reverberation 31. pneumatic 
~. impolite 32. oblivious 
15. gondolier 33. transferential 
16. imperial 34. promontory 
17. schismatic 35. palpitate 
18. hermatical 36. underestimate 
General Directions for Administering the Test 
"Look at the first exercise. It is made up of single letters and 
groups of letters. I am going to show you a card With a word on it. 
Look at the word carefully. After the word is taken away, wait until 
you are told to start and then put a line around all the letters or 
groups of letters in the exercise that you remember seeing. 11 
A copy of this test is to be found in Appendix B. 
I 
Sample Exercises Are Listed Below 
Exercise 1 
dog, day, boy, boys, play - the spoken word is £9l• 
Exercise 14 
admittance, remittance, attendance, attention, 
admiration - the spoken word is admittance. 
General Directions for Administering the Test 
"I am going to say a word. You find it on your paper and put a circle 
around it. For example the first word is boy. Find boy and put a circle 
around it. If you can't find a word go on to the next one." 
Six to eight seconds were allowed for marking each word. Credit was 
given for each word correctly circled. A perfect score would be 36. 
The following is a complete list of the words spoken by the examiner: 
1. boy 
2. cold 
3· burn 
4. quick 
$. nice 
6. speak 
1· alone 
8. world 
9• terrible 
10. radiator 
ll. invention 
12. thermometer 
13. reporter 
14. attendance 
1$. remarkable 
16. expressly 
17. entertainment 
18. bequest 
19. deformity 
20. dependent 
21. reduced 
22. productive 
23. postscript 
24. conjecture 
25. apparently 
26. commissioner 
27. advisedly 
28. perspective 
29. distraction 
30. consistency 
31. registration 
32. insolvent 
33• exaltation 
34· incipient 
35· reverberation 
36. monopoly 
A copy of this test is to be found in Appendix B. 
':19 
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6. AUDITORY ANALYSIS OF WORDS 
This test was based on the work of Dr. Helen Murphy of the Boston 
University School of Education and constructed by Barrett and others 1/ 
with slight changes by the writers. The test includes all consonants, all 
long and short vowels, and bl - ch - ck - con - gr - less - ph - sh - st -
sx - tch - th - tion - wh - and - er - est - ight - end - ing - or - ous -
oy. The examiner says a word and the child circles the word element he 
hears. 
Sample Exercises Are Listed Below 
Exercise 1 
tr bl ish ing amp ind - The word given was blinding. 
Exercise 13 
ba duk ab nik shut shun - The word was abduction. 
General Directions for Administering the Test 
"You are now going to hear a word. In the first exercise mark all 
the letters you hear. For example, the first word is blinding. Circle 
all the letters you hear in the word blinding. The letters you should 
have circled are bl-ind-ing in that order. The rest of the exercises 
are done in the same way. " 
!/Patricia Barrett, op. cit., p. 37. 
-The following is the list of words used in this test: 
1. blinding 13. abduction 
2. sporadic 14. zealous 
3. grocery 15. quiver 
4. religious 16. threshold 
5. politician 17. wonderful 
6. starlight 18. hyphen 
7. convention 19. youngster 
B. misfortune 20. arthritis 
9. vexation 21. wilderness 
10. voyage 22. cathedral 
11. matchless 23. wheelright 
12. investing 24. burdock 
The tests results were tabulated for each grade separately. In the 
third grade credit was given for the number of words in which all the 
elements were correctly marked. A perfect score would be 24. In the 
fourth grade this test was scored in two ways. One method gave credit 
for each element correctly marked with a possible score of 110. The 
other, as in the third grade, gave credit only for the words in which all 
the elements were correctly marked. The two methods were correlated using 
the Pearson Product Moment formula based on the scatter gram as given by 
Garrett. !/ The scores correlated .88. Since the relationship between 
the two methods was marked, it was decided to use the second method. 
A copy of this test is to be found in Appendix B. 
For the purpose of analyzing the data, the test results were tabu-
lated separately for each grade. The two visual and the two auditory 
tests were correlated with spelling ability. The Pearson Product Moment 
formula was used for deriving the coefficient of correlation. 
!/Henry E. Garrett, op. cit., p. 287. 
1 
,) 
11 
In the fourth grade the 50 pupils with the highest spelling scores 
and the 50 pupils with the lovrest scores were compared in each of the 
four perception tests. In the third grade, the 90 pupils were divided 
in half for the same comparisons . The mean, the standard error of mean, 
the standard deviation of the mean were determined. From this data the 
critical ratio was derived using the following formula taken from 
1/ Garrett.-
Diff. C.R. 
-
From September to December 1,815 errors were collected in the fourth 
grade and 1,42.3 in the third grade . These errors were taken from written 
work, such as: book reports, science, health, social studies reports, 
stories and personal letters. No errors were taken from spelling papers 
because it was felt these errors would not be indicative of true spelling 
ability. The spelling errors were classified according to auditor,y or 
phonetic and non-auditor,y or non-phonetic spelling. 
In order to analyze the spelling errors the pupils in both grades 
were divided into two groups on the basis of spelling ability. From this 
data the percentage of phonetic spelling, the standard error of the per-
eentage, and the critical ratio were determined. The formula for the 
critical ratio was taken from Garrett. ~/ 
For further analysis within each group the pupils were sub-divided 
into phonetic and non- phonetic spellers and the comparisons were made in 
!/ Henr.y E. Garrett, op. cit., P• 199 
2/ Ibid. P• 219• 
22 
the perception skills. 
11 Another comparison was made by re-grouping according to the percentage 
of phonetic spelling errors. In the fourth grade 50 pupils who had the 
highest percentage of phonetically spelled words were compared for spelling 
ability, visual and auditory perception skills with the 50 who had the low-
est percentage of phoneticallY spelled words. In the third grade the 
groups consisted of 45 pupils. The mean, the standard deviation and 
critical ratio were obtained. 
II Finally to determine the richness of the spelling vocabulary of 
good and poor spellers, errors were tabulated according to the frequency 
use at the third and fourth grade levels in the Rinsland !/ list. 
!/ Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit. 
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THE FOLLOVITNG LIMITATIONS WERE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION 
IN CLASSIFICATION OF PHONETIC SPELLING 
1. The addition or omission of final ne.n 
Example: bute 
fir 
for but 
for fire 
2. The inclusion or omission of nen before adding a suffix. 
Example: makeing 
brushs 
for making 
for brushes 
3• The omission of the obscure sound of nan and ne.• 
Example: differnt 
pleasnt 
vowls 
for different 
for pleasant 
for vowels 
4. Incorrect formation of plurals. 
Example: babys for babies 
animales for animals 
5. Incorrect doubling of consonants. 
Example: adition 
tobbaco 
6. Incorrect vowel with "r•" 
Example: werk 
bern 
1. Incorrect homonyns. 
Example: by 
feat 
for addition 
for tobacco 
for work 
for burn 
for buy 
for feet 
8. Incorrect vowel combinations in case of long vowels. 
Example: bote 
nead 
dep 
saler 
for boat 
for need 
for deep 
for sailor 
2 -;::! 
THE FOLLOWING ERRORS IN VOVIEL EQUIVALENTS 
WERE CONSIDERED PHONETIC SPELLING 
1. "a" for "e" as in obey obay 
II 2. "e" for nyn as in city cite 
II 
3· "e" for "i" as in machine machen I 
4. "e" for "o" as in janitor janiter 
II 
s. "i" for "y" as in try tri II 
6. •on for "u" as in up op 
1· n0 n for •an as in all oll 
li I 
a. "u" for "o" as in come cum 
9· "au" for "awn as in straw atrau 
10. "u" for "ew• as in few fu 
I 
II ll. "i" for "ight'l as in fight fit 
THE VOWEL EQUIVALENTS 
WERE TAKEN FROM 
WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY 
II 
, 
1. "c" 
2. "k" 
II 3· 
"k" 
4. "g" 
5· "j" 
II 
6. "s" 
II 1. "k" 
II 
8. "c" 
I 9. "t" 
THE FOLLOWING ERRORS IN CONSONANT EQUIVALENTS 
WERE CONSIDERED PHONETIC SPELLING 
for "k" as in kept 
for "c" as in decorate 
for "c" or "ck" as in sick 
for "j" as in jelly 
for "g" as in engine 
for "c" as in chase 
for "ch" as in ache 
or "k" for "x" as in axis 
for "ed" as in backed 
THE CONSONANT EQUIVALENTS 
WERE TAKEN FROM 
WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY 
cept 
dekorate 
sik or sic 
gelly 
enjin 
chace II 
ake 
akis 
backt 
~----
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CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
The major purpose of this stuqy is: 
1. To determine the relationship of spelling 
achievement and the perception skills. 
2. To classify spelling errors. 
3• To analyze spelling errors according to 
spelling ability, visual and auditory 
perception. 
4. To determine the richness of the vocabulary 
of good and poor spellers. 
Tests were given to 90 pupils in Grade III and 113 pupils in Grade IV 
to determine their mental age, spelling ability and visual and auditory 
perception skills. Errors made in written work from September to December 
were analyzed and tabulated. In Grade III there were l,h23 errors and 
1,815 errors in Grade IV. The richness of the vocabulary as shown in these 
errors was checked with the Rinsland ~/ word list. 
For each grade total correlation of spelling ability with auditory 
and visual perception skills was found. The Pearson Product lloment formula 
Y Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit. 
I 
-
,, 
was used. 
Critical ratios were the measurements used to determine whether or not 
the differences between good and poor spellers were significant. Computing 
the critical ratio required the following data: 
1. The mean of two variables 
2. Standard errors of the mean 
3• Standard deviation from the mean 
4. Difference between the two means 
5. Standard error of the difference of 
the two means 
In discussing the critical ratio and its implications, Wert ~/says: 
Whenever this ratio i& unity, the chances are 68 in 100 
that the difference is too great to be the result of sampling 
fluctuations; whenever this ratio is two the chances are 95 
out of 100 that the difference is too great to be the result 
of sampling fluctuations; and whenever the ratio is three or 
more it is a practical certainty that the difference is too 
great to be the result of sampling fluctuations. 
Using achievement on the spelling inventory as a basis, each grade 
was divided into good and poor spellers. In Grade III each group con-
sisted of 45 pupils while in Grade IV each group was composed of 50 pupils. 
17 James E. Wert, Educational Statistics, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1938, P• 145· 
·-
Critical ratios of the differences in scores between good and poor 
spellers were computed using the following data: 
l. Chronological ages 
2. llental ages 
3· Intelligence quotients 
4. Spelling ability 
5. Visual identification of words flashed 
6. Visual analysis 
1· Auditor.y word identification 
8. Auditor.y analysis 
9· Percentage of phonetic spelling 
In both grades the pupils were regrouped on the percentage of spelling 
errors that were spelled phonetically. In Grade III the class was divided 
in half with 45 pupils in each group. In Grade IV 50 good phonetic spellers 
were compared with 50 poor phonetic spellers. Critical ratios of the dif-
ferences in scores were obtained using the following tests: 
l. Spelling inventor,y 
2. Visual identification of words flashed 
3· Visual analysis 
4. Auditor,y word identification 
5. Auditor,y word analysis 
Critical ratios of the differences between children with good and 
children with poor phonetic skills among the top spelling population were 
determined using the perception tests. Critical ratios of the differences 
between children with good and those with poor phonetic skills among the 
bottom half of the spelling population were obtained on these same per-
caption tests. 
Finally comparisons were made in the richness of the vocabulary between 
good and poor spellers. The spelling errors of each group were checked 
with the Rinsland 1/ word list according to frequency use at the third and 
fourth grade levels. 
In October the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test ~/ was given to 90 children in 
Grade III and the California Test of Mental Maturity J/ to 113 children in 
Grade IV. 
TABLE I 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE AND MENTAL AGE OF GRADES III AND IV 
GRADE III GRADE IV 
No. Mean S.E.m S.D. No. Mean S.E.m S.D. 
C. A. 90 100.53 .61 5.76 113 110.42 .41 4.41 
M. A. 90 100.72 1.02 9.48 113 118.08 1.44 15.30 
Table I shows the mean, standard error of the mean, and the standard 
deviation of the mean of chronological and mental ages as derived from these 
!7 Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit. 
2/ F. Kuhlmann and Rose Anderson, Kuhlmann Anderson Test, Fifth Edition, 
Grade III, Educational Test Bureau, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
;_/Elizabeth J. Sullivan, William W. Clark and Ernest w. Tiegs, New Cali-
fornia Test of Jlental Maturity, Elementary, Short Form, California Test 
Bureau, Los Angeles, 1947. 
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tests. There is little difference between the chronological age of 100 • .53 
and mental age 100.72 in Grade III. In Grade IV the mental age of 118.08 
is 7.66 months higher than the chronological age of 110.42. 
TABLE II 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS FOR GRADES III AND IV 
No. Mean S.E.m S.D. 
Grade III 90 100.99 1.08 10.0.5 
Grade IV 113 108.26 1.36 14.40 
Table II shows the intelligence quotients of both grades. As expected 
from comparing the chronological ages and mental ages in Table I, Grade III 
is just about average with an intelligence quotient of 100.99. The intel-
ligence quotient of 108.26 for Grade IV is 8.26 points above the accepted 
norm of 100. 
In September and October the follolfi.ng tests were given: 
1. Spelling inventory 
2. Visual identification of words flashed 
3· Visual analysis of word elements 
4. Auditory identification of words 
5. Auditory analysis of word elements 
Copies of these tests are to be found in Appendix B. 
TABLE III 
RESULTS OF TESTS GIVEN IN GRADES III AND IV 
II 
Measure 
I Spelling Abili t;y 
Vis~l Identification I ot Words Flashed 
Visual Analysis of 
Word Elements 
Auditor,y Identification 
ot Words 
Auditory Analysis of 
Word Elements 
GRADE III 
Mean S.E. 
19.97 .84 
18.16 .78 
10.10 .66 
GRADE IV 
s.D. Mean s.E. 
58.67 2.68 
23.42 .64 
3.80 10.85 .92 
6.27 
S.D. 
28.44 
6.84 
5.66 
II 
------------------~----~----~----~----~--~~-----:1: 
Table III gives the mean, the standard error of the mean, and the 
standard deviation of the mean for both grades. 
II In spelling ability there is a wide range of achievement as shown 
by the mean of 40.73 and a standard deviation of 21.78 for Grade III, 
and a mean of 58.57 and a standard deviation of 28.44 in Grade IV. The 
I low mean of 3.26 in visual analysis of word elements reveals that the 
test was too difficult for Grade III. 
II In visual identification, and auditory identification, the means in 
II 
both grades are very comparable having a difference of less than two points 
as noted by 19.97 and ·l8.16 for Grade III and 23.42 and 24.43 for Grade IV. 
I 
i 
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TABLE IV 
MEANS OF TESTS GIVEN IN GRADE III AND GRADE IV 
Spelling Visual Visual Auditory Auditory 
Ability Identification Analysis Identification Analysis 
Grade III 40.73 19.97 3. 26 18.16 10.10 
Grade IV 58.67 23.42 10.85 24.43 16.71 
11 Table IV gives the mean for each test in each grade and indicates 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
li 
clearly that the tests are sensitive enough to differentiate between grades. 
There is an increase in the mean from the third grade to fourth grade in 
all the tests . 
TABLE V 
CORRELATION OF PERCEPTION TESTS WITH 
SPELLING ABILITY IN GRADES III AND IV 
Measure Grade III 
Visual Identification of Words Flashed . 69 
Visual Analysis of Word Elements .5o 
Auditory Word Identification .19 
Auditory Analysis of Words .8o 
Grade IV 
.82 
.76 
.85 
• 79 
Table V shows the correlations of spelling with visual and auditory 
perception for both grades. 
The four perception tests show a positive and marked relationship 
3L ' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
with spelling ability. For both grades auditory word identification, with 
correlations of .79 and .85, and auditory word analysis with correlations 
of .80 and .79 show the most consistently high relationship. In the visual 
tests Grade IV correlates significantly with • 82 for visual word identifi-
cation and .76 for visual word analysis. In Grade III the correlations are 
not so marked with .69 and .50 respectively. 
For the purpose of analyzing the test data, the third grade was di-
vided in halt on the basis of spelling ability with 45 good spellers com-
pared with 45 poor spellers. In Grade IV the 50 best spellers out of 113 
pupils were compared with the 50 poorest spellers. Thirteen pupils were 
not used in the comparisons. Table VI through XIII give the distributions 
of spelling scores, chronological ages, mental ages, intelligence quotients, 
and scores on the four perception tests for good and poor spellers in each 
grade. 
, 
TABLE VI 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPELLING SCORES OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 50 Good 50 Poor 
Interval Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
116-120 1 
111-115 2 
106-110 3 
101-105 3 
96-100 4 
91- 95 4 
86- 90 1 8 
81- 85 4 2 
76- 80 5 9 
71- 75 4 
66- 70 1 4 
61- 65 4 5 
56- 60 7 1 
51- 55 10 
46- 50 . 6 3 
41- 45 6 8 
36- 40 1 10 6 
31- 35 3 8 
26- 30 6 4 
21- 25 4 5 
16- 20 11 8 
11- 15 5 1 
6- 10 5 4 
1- 5 1 3 
Mean 58.72 23.48 85.00 28.10 
S.D. 12.87 10.26 13.95 13.00 
The distribution for both grades in spelling is shown in Table VI. 
Spelling inventory forms I through IV consisting of 95 words were 
given to Grade III. The scores range from 39 to 90 for the good spellers 
With a mean of 58.72, and from 3 to 38 with a mean of 23.48 for the poor 
I 
II 
II 
spellers. In Grade IV forms II through VI consisting of 120 words were 
used. Good spellers spread from 56 to 116 with a mean of 85.00; whereas, 
the poor spellers go from 1 to 47 with a mean of 28.10. 
Copies of these forma are to be found in Appendix B. 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ABILITY OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPE:I.LERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Diff s.E. 
No. Mean S. E. m S.D. ~- M2 Diff c.R. 
Good 45 58.72 1. 94 12. 87 
Grade 35.24 2.47 1.4.26 
III Poor 45 23.48 1. 54 10. 26 
Good 50 85. 00 1. 97 13 .95 
Grade 56.90 2.69 21.15 
IV Poor 50 28. 10 1.84 13.00 
I 
II 
II 
II 
Table VII was built on the data given in Table VI in which comparisons 
were made in spelling achievement between the good spellers and poor spell-
ers in both grades. There is a marked difference between good and poor 
spellers. In Grade III the mean for the good spellers is 58.72 and 23.48 . 
for the poor spellers . In Grade IV the mean for good spellers is 85. 00 
and 28. 10 for poor spellers. The critical ratios of 1.4.26 and 21.15 for 
Grades III and IV respectively, as shown in Table VII, indicate that the 
difference in spelling abilit,r is statistically significant in favor of 
the good spellers. 
II 
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Interval 
125-127 
122-124 
119-121 
116-118 
113-115 
110-112 
107-109 
104-106 
101-103 
98-100 
95- 97 
92- 94 
89- 91 
Mean 
S.D. 
Table 
TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 5o Poor 
Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
1 
1 
1 1 2 
2 
1 11 4 
2 17 11 
4 5 8 lJ 
10 4 12 8 
9 9 2 5 
8 9 1 
10 7 2 
2 6 
1 1 
101. 59 99. 98 110. 22 111.02 
6. 09 8. 67 3.32 5.85 
VIII shows the range of chronological ages of good and poor 
spellers in Grades III and IV. In Grade III the ages range from 91 to 119 
months for the good spellers and from 89 to 121 months for the poor spel-
lers . The range for both third grade groups is very much the same with 
means of 101. 59 and 99. 98 . In Grade IV the good spellers with a mean of 
110. 22 are grouped closely, ranging from 101 months to 112 months; whereas, 
the poor spellers spread from 95 to 127 with a mean of 111.02. It is in-
teresting to note that there is much overlapping of chronological ages 
between the two grades . Only ten pupils in Grade III are younger than 
anyone in Grade IV. Only two pupils in Grade IV are older than anyone in 
I Grade III. 
:I 
I 
TABLE IX 
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL AGES OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 50 Good 50 Poor 
Interval Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
154-158 1 
149-153 3 
144-148 2 
139-143 4 
134-138 6 
129-133 6 
124-128 10 4 
119-123 4 8 7 
114-118 6 1 3 7 
109-113 5 6 3 9 
104-108 7 5 2 9 
99-103 1.5 6 1 7 
94- 98 .5 11 1 4 
89- 93 3 6 2 
84- 88 .5 1 
79- 83 2 
74- 78 1 
69- 73 2 
Mean 104.12 96.09 127.28 107.12 
S.D. 9.42 10.10 13.3.5 10.08 
The distribution, the mean, and the standard deviation of the mental 
ages are shown in Table IX. 
The mental ages of good spellers in Grade III as obtained from the 
intelligence test range from 89 to 123 months with a mean of 104.12 months. 
The mean for the poor spellers is 96.09 months with a range from 69 to 11.5 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
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II 
months. In Grade IV the mean for good spellers was 127.28 with a range 
from 96 to 154 months. The poor spellers obtained a much lower mean of 
107.12 With a range from 86 to 125 months. 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 5o Poor 
Interval Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
139-143 4 
134-138 2 
129-133 2 
l2h-l28 8 
119-123 3 1 6 1 
114-118 5 7 5 
109-113 8 5 8 5 
104-108 8 5 7 9 
99-103 11 6 3 11 
94- 98 7 11 l 7 
89- 93 2 6 1 6 
84- 88 l 4 1 3 
79- 83 3 1 
74- 78 1 2 
69- 73 
64- 68 1 
59- 63 2 
Mean 104.81 96.21 116.42 98.70 
S.D. 8.16 10.90 13.23 10.68 
The distribution of intelligence quotients is shown in Table X. 
In Grade III intelligence quotients for both good and poor spellers range 
as high as 123. The poor spellers went as low as 59 while the good spel-
lers went to 86. The good spellers obtained a mean of 104.81 as compared 
I 
to 96. 21 for the poor spellers. In Grade IV the good spellers spread from 
84 to 142 with a mean of 116.42, and the poor spellers from 74 to 123 With 
a mean of 98 . 70. 
Score 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
TABLE XI 
DISTRIBUTION OF VISUAL IDENTIFICATION SCORES OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 5o Poor 
Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
5 
1 2 
2 1 
1 5 
2 4 
4 4 
3 1 6 
1 2 
4 1 1 
2 1 1 
5 3 2 4 
3 2 1 
3 2 2 
2 2 1 2 
4 4 
1 2 3 2 
2 1 2 
1 1 6 
2 1 1 7 
5 1 6 
2 2 2 
1 1 3 
4 1 2 
1 4 4 
1 4 
3 
4 3 
1 3 
(Concluded on next page) 
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~BLE XI - (concluded) 
DISTRIBUTION OF VISUAL IDENTIFICATION SCORES OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV I 
II 
I 45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 50 Poor 
Score Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers I 
I 
I 
I 7 1 2 6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 1 
Mean 24.26 16.09 28.04 18.76 
S.D. 7.35 7.05 5.93 4.~7 
Table XI shows the distribution of visual identification scores. 
With a possible score of 36 the good spellers in Grade III range 
from 7 to 35 with a median of 24.26 and the poor speller goes from 0 to 
33 with a median of 16.09. In Grade IV the range for good spellers is 
from 14 to 36. Poor spellers range from 10 to 28. The means were 28.04 
and 18.76 for good and poor spellers respectively. 
Score 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
I 27 
26 
I 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 
I 20 
I! 19 
18 
17 
16 
15 14 , 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Mean 
S.D. I 
II 
TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF VISUAL ANALYSIS SCORE OF 
GOO'D AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 5o Poor 
Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
3 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 2 
1 
1 
1 2 
2 
1 
1 
1 2 
2 
1 
1 
1 5 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 
3 6 
2 3 
6 1 1 2 
5 5 1 4 
5 2 7 
5 7 1 5 
7 8 10 
9 17 2 6 
1 4 4 
4. 71 2. 27 18.74 3. 98 
4.68 1.85 
II 
8.97 I 2. 83 
I 
I 
•I 
411"") :((.) 
I 
I 
II 
The distribution of the visual analysis test scores as shown in Table 
XII indicates that the test was too hard for Grade III. The highest score 
of a possible 36 is 23 for the good spellers and 9 for the poor spellers. 
Forty-six or more than half of the group received a score of two or less. 
The test clearly distinguishes the good spellers from the poor spellers in 
Grade IV. The good spellers obtained a mean of 18.74 with a range from 1 
to 33 while the poor spellers had a mean of 3.98 with a spread from 0 to 11. 
TABLE XIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF AUDITORY WORD IDENTIFICATION SCORES 
OF GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 50 Good 50 Poor 
Interval Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
34-36 2 11 
31-33 5 16 
28-30 9 9 3 
25-27 5 1 9 7 
22-24 4 1 3 6 
19-21 8 4 2 8 
16-18 5 8 13 
13-15 6 7 9 
lD-12 1 13 4 
7- 9 8 
4- 6 2 
1-3 1 
Mean 23.27 11.67 30.00 19.16 
S.D. 6.72 4.89 4.05 5.05 
The distribution, mean and standard deviation of the auditory word 
identification test is shown in Table XIII. 
II 
I 
I 
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On the auditory word identification test as shovr.n in this table the 
good spellers in Grade III range from 10 to 36 With a mean of 23.27 and 
the poor spellers range from 1 to 27 with a mean of 11.67. In Grade IV the 
range is from 19 to 36 for good spellers with a mean of 30.00, and from 10 
to 28 with a mean of 19.16 for poor spellers. The test was too eas.y for 
good spellers in Grade IVwith 27 pupils receiving a score of 31 or more 
out of a possible 36. 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF AUDI'IDRY ANALYSIS SCORES OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS OF GRADFS III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 50 Good I 50 Poor 
. Score Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
24 5 
23 10 1 
22 1 12 
21 3 6 
20 2 3 3 
19 6 5 3 
18 5 1 1 
17 4 1 3 
16 3 5 3 
15 3 2 9 
14 2 3 3 
13 2 1 
12 3 2 3 
11 2 5 
10 4 2 2 
9 1 1 2 
8 2 4 
7 1 3 2 
6 3 5 3 
5 2 5 1 
4 5 
3 2 2 
2 8 
1 1 
0 3 
I 
-
I 
I 
Score 
Mean 
S.D. 
• T BLE XIV- (concluded) 
DISTRIBUTION OF AUDITORY ANALYSIS SCORF..S OF 
GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS OF GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 5o Poor 
Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
14.74 6.11 20.80 12.76 
4.92 3.99 6.80 4.69 
The distribution of the auditory analYsis scores is given in Table 
XIV. With a possible score of 24 the mean is 14.74 for good spellers and 
6.11 for poor spellers in Grade III. The range for good spellers is from 
5 to 22 and for poor spellers from 0 to 14. 
For Grade IV Table XIV indicates that the test was easy for good 
spellers with 27 receiving a score of 22 or more out of a possible 24. 
The range for good spellers is from 15 to 24 with a mean of 20.80 and from 
3 to 23 with a mean of 12.76 for poor spellers. 
I 
I 
II 
-
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TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADE III 
IN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE, AND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT 
I Diff. s.E. Measure No. Mean S.E.m S.D. Ml - M2 Diff. C.R. 
Good 45 101.59 .85 6.09 
Chronological 1.61 1.59 .99 
,, 
Age Poor 45 99.98 1.30 8.67 
II 
Good 45 104.12 1.44 9.42 
Mental Age 8.03 1.56 5.14 
Poor 45 96.09 1.56 10.10 
Intelligence Good 45 104.81 1.25 8.16 I 8.60 2.09 4.11 Quotient Poor 45 96.21 1.68 10.90 
TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADE IV 
IN CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, MENTAL AGE, AND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT 
II 
Diff. s.E. 
Measure No. Mean s.E.m S.D. ~-~ Diff. C.R. 
Chronological Good 50 110.22 .48 3.32 
.8o .85 .94 Age Poor 50 111.02 . 83 5.85 
Good 50 127.28 1.89 13.35 
Mental Age 20.16 2.37 8.51 
Poor 50 107.12 1.43 10.08 
I 
Intelligence Good 50 116.42 1.87 13.23 17.72 2.44 7.26 Quotient Poor 50 98.70 1.57 10.68 
I 
A study of Tables XV and XVI shows that the differences in chrono-
logical ages between good and poor spellers in both grades is not statis-
tically significant. A critical ratio of . 99 for Grade III and .94 for 
Grade IV indicates that 67 times out of 100 and 65 out of 100, respec-
tively, shows that the observed difference is a true difference. 
The mental age on the other hand with a critical ratio of 5.14 and 
8.51 respectively for Grades III and IV indicates with certainty that there 
is a true difference in favor of the good spellers. 
The critical ratios of 4.11 and 7. 26 for Grades III and IV respec-
tively indicates with a certainty that the difference in intelligence 
quotient between good and poor spellers is a true difference in favor of 
good spellers. 
Yea sure 
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TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF GOOD SPELLERS AND POOR SPELLERS 
IN GRADE III IN PERCEPTION SKILlS 
Diff. 
No. Mean S. E. m S.D. M 1-M2 
I 
Good 45 24. 26 1.10 1.35 
8.17 
Poor 45 16. 09 1.05 1.05 
Good 45 4. 71 . 69 4. 68 
2.44 
Poor 45 2.27 . 28 1. 85 
Good 45 23.27 1. 00 6. 72 
11.60 
Poor 45 11. 67 .73 4.89 
Good 45 14.74 .73 4. 92 
8. 63 
Poor 45 6.ll . 59 3. 99 
S. E. 
Diff c.R. 
1. 52 5.31 
.67 3.64 
1.24 9.35 
. 94 9.18 
I 
li 
I 
I 
Measure 
Visual 
Word 
Identification 
Visual 
Word 
Analysis 
Auditory 
Word 
Identification 
Auditory 
Word 
Analysis 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF GOOD SPELLERS AND POOR SPELLERS 
IN GRADE IV IN PERCEPTION SKILLS 
Diff. 
No . Mean S. E. m S.D. Ai_ - M2 
Good 5o 28. 04 . 84 5. 93 
9.28 
Poor 50 18.76 .63 4. 47 
Good 50 16. 74 1. 27 8. 97 
14.76 
Poor 50 3.98 . 40 2. 83 
Good 50 30.00 . 51 4. 05 
10. 84 
Poor 50 19.16 . 71 5.05 
Good 50 20.80 . 96 6. 80 
8. 04 
Poor 50 12. 76 . 66 4.69 
s.E. 
Diff. C.R. 
1.04 8.92 
1.33 1.10 
. 91 1.91 
1.16 6.93 
In Tables XVII and XVIII are found the statistical measures leading 
I! 
I 
up to the critical ratios which show the differences between good and poor 
spellers in perception skills. Critical ratios of 5.31 and 8. 92 for visual 
word identification, 3. 64 and 11.10 for visual word analysis, 9.35 and 
11. 91 for auditory word identificati on, and 9. 18 and 6.93 for auditory 
word analysis, respectively for each grade, indicates with a certainty 
that the observed differences are statistically significant. The good 
spellers in both grades are superior in all perception abilities used in 
this study. 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS OF SPELLING ERRORS IN GRADES III AND IV 
ACCORDING TO TYPE OF ERRORS 
ll Total Non-phonetic Phonetic Errors Spelling Spelling 
Grade High Half 765 431 334 
I 
III 
Low Half 658 554 104 
Grade High Half 781 368 413 -
IV Low Half 1034 683 351 
11 The errors were analyzed and tabulated separately for the good spellers 
and poor spellers in each grade as shown in Table XIX. 
In Grade III the high half group consisting of 45 pupils (good spel-
lers) made 765 errors With 334 of them classified as phonetic spelling 
while the low half group composed of 45 pupils (poor spellers) in the same 
grade made 658 errors With only 104 of them spelled phonetically. 
In Grade IV the high half group comprising 56 pupils (good spellers) 
made 781 errors with 413 classified as phonetic. The low half group con-
sisting of 57 pupils (poor spellers) on the other hand made 1,034 errors of 
which 351 were spelled phonetically. 
A copy of these errors is to be found in Appendix A. 
4 
'--· 
Grade 
III 
Grade 
IV 
TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF PHONETIC SPELLING ERRORS 
OF GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV 
No. p s.E. s.E. 2 Di.ff. S.E. 
pl - p2 
High Hal.f 765 43.67 1.80 3. 24 
27.86 2.28 
Low Half 658 15.81 1.40 1.96 
High Hal.f 781 52.88 1.80 3.24 
18.84 2.33 
Low Half 1034 3h.o4 1.50 2.25 
C.R. 
12.22 
8.09 
The numerical data as shown in Table XX reveal that the good spellers 
in Grades III and IV which COtlprise the high hal.f of the group wrote and 
spelled 43.67 per cent and 52.88 per cent of the words phonetically while 
the poor spellers - those in the low half of the grouping were able to 
spell only 15.81 per cent and 34.04 per cent phonetically. 
The statistical measures leading up to the critical ratios of 12.22 
and 8.09 respectively for Grades III and IV is also found in Table XX. 
This analysis of errors indicates with a practical certainty that the ob-
served difference is a true difference and that the good spellers in both 
grades are statistically superior to the poor spellers in ability to spell 
words phonetically. 
For fUrther analysis the pupils in both grades were regrouped primarily 
on their ability to spell phonetically. This was done by examining spelling 
errors made in various written assignments to obtain the percentage of 
phonetic spelling. 
50 
II 
II 
I 
II 
TABLE XXI 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGE ERRORS 
01'' PHONETIC SPELLING OF PUPILS IN GRADES III AND IV 
Grade III Grade IV 
45 Good 45 Poor 50 Good 50 Poor 
Percentage Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
100 1 
95-99 
90-94 2 
85-89 
80-84 4 
75-79 8 
70-74 1 4 
65-69 6 
60-64 5 4 
55-59 4 8 
5o-54 5 11 
45-49 3 2 
4o-44 7 4 
35-39 6 10 
30-34 11 5 
25-29 3 11 9 
20-24 10 10 
15-19 7 8 
10-14 6 1 
5- 9 6 1 
0-4 5 2 
Table XXI shows the distribution of the percentages of spelling errors 
made by the good phonetic and the poor phonetic spellers in Grades III and 
IV. 
As may be seen in this table those With good phonetic skills in Grade 
III range from 27 to 70 per cent and those with poor phonetic skills from 
0 to 26 per cent . In Grade IV those with good phonetic skills range from 
47 to 100 per cent and those with poor phonetic skills from 0 to 40 per 
cent. 
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Using the data from Table XXI as a basis the pupils with the highest 
percentages and those with the lowest percentages were compared. This 
comparison is shown in the following table. 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF GOOD PHONETIC SPELLING AND POOR PHONETIC SPELLERS 
IN SPELLING ABILITY AND IN PERCEPTION SKILLS IN GRADE III 
Diff. S.E. C.R. 
Measure No. Mean s.E. 
m 
S.D. Ml-M2 Diff. 
45 53.90 19.60 Spelling Good 2.92 25.10 3.62 7.09 Ability Poor 45 28.20 2.16 :1.4.50 
Visual Good 45 24.28 1. 19 8.02 
Word 5.48 1.57 3.49 
Identification Poor 45 18.80 1.02 6.78 
Visual Good 45 4.51 . 22 1.41 
Word 2.07 .38 5.44 
Analysis Poor 45 2.44 .30 2.01 
Auditory Good 45 22.22 1.15 7.72 
Word 7.23 1.45 5.32 
Identification Poor 45 :1.4.99 . 88 5.92 
Auditory Good 45 :1.4.57 1.01 6.80 . 
Word 8.18 1.25 6.54 
Analysis Poor 45 6.39 .74 4.98 
A study of this Table XXII reveals that in Grade III good phonetic 
spellers are superior to poor phonetic spellers in spelling ability and 
perception skills. All the critical ratios - 7.09 in spelling ability, 
3.49 in visual identification, 5.44 in visual analysis, 5.32 in auditory 
I 
i 
identification, and 6.54 in auditory analysis denote with practical certainty 
that the observed differences are true differences in favor of those who are 
good phonetic spellers. 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF GOOD PHONETIC SPELLERS AND POOR PHONETIC SPELLERS 
IN SPELLING ABILITY AND IN PERCEPTION SKIU.S IN GRADE IV 
Diff. s.E. 
:Measure No. Mean S. E.m S.D. ~1-M2 Diff. 
Spelling Good 50 72.70 1.72 12.15 35.60 3.61 Ability Poor 50 37.10 3.18 22.45 
Visual Good 50 25.34 1.13 7.98 
Word 3.44 1.35 
Identification Poor 50 21.90 . 73 5.19 
Visual Good 50 15.90 1.58 11.19 
Word 6.98 1.82 
Analysis Poor 50 8.92 . 90 6.42 
Auditory Good 50 27.06 .92 6.47 
Word 5.34 1.38 
Identification Poor 50 21.72 . 88 6.23 
Auditory Good 50 18.86 .67 4.75 
Word 4.60 1.01 
Analysis Poor 5o 14.26 .75 5.29 
Table XXIII shows the differences between good and poor phonetic 
spellers in Grade IV in spelling ability and perception skills. 
C.R. 
9.86 
2.55 
3.84 
3.87 
4.55 
A study of this table reveals that in visual word identification the 
critical ratio of 2.55 is less than 3.00, indicating a true difference 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
53 
would exist 98 times out of 100 and not statistically significant. 
The table further reveals that in spelling ability with a critical 
ratio of 9.86, visual analysis 3.84, auditory identification 3.87, and 
auditory analysis 4.55, the differences in favor of good phonetic spellers 
are statistically significant. They reach beyond the point of practical 
certainty that the observed differences are true differences. 
In order to show a more detailed analysis of the pupils• phonetic 
spelling ability further regrouping was necessary within each group. 
The top halves of the good spelling groups in both Grades III and IV 
were subdivided on the basis of phonetic skills. The same subdivisions 
were made for the poor spelling groups. The groups now consist of good 
spellers with good phonetic skills, good spellers with poor phonetic 
skills, poor spellers with good phonetic skills, and poor spellers with 
poor phonetic skills. 
-
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TABLE XXIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGES OF PHONETIC SKILLS 
OF GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADE III I 
45 Good Spellers 45 Poor Spellers I! 
I 
22 Good 23 Poor 22 Good 23 Poor I. 
Percentage Phonetic Phonetic Phonetic Phonetic 
100 : 
95-99 
90-94 
85-89 
8o-84 
75-79 
70-74 1 
65-69 
6o-64 4 1 
55- 59 4 
5o-54 5 
45-49 2 1 
40-44 3 4 
35-39 3 3 
30-34 7 4 
25-29 8 5 
20-24 4 7 
15-19 7 
10-14 6 
5- 9 1 5 
0- 4 5 
Table XXIV shows the distribution of the percentages of phonetically 
spelled words of good and poor spellers in Grade III. 
The percentage range of phonetic skills by groups for Grade III as 
shown in Table XXIV is: 
1. Good spellers with good phonetic skills - 40 to 70 per cent. 
2. Good spellers with poor phonetic skills - 6 to 40 per cent. 
3. Poor spellers with good phonetic skills - 20 to 60 per cent. 
4. Poor spellers with poor phonetic skills - 0 to 19 per cent. 
II 
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TABLE XXV 
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGES OF PHONETIC SKILLS 
OF GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADE IV 
50 Good Spellers 50 Poor Spellers 
25 Good 25 Poor 25 Good 25 Poor 
Percentage Phonetic Phonetic Phonetic Phonetic 
100 1 
95-99 
90-94 2 
85-89 
80-84 3 1 
75-79 8 
70-74 2 1 
65-69 5 1 
6o-64 1 2 
55-59 3 1 4 
5o-54 7 3 
45-49 5 2 
4o-44 6 3 
35-39 3 3 
30-34 1 4 
25-29 1 1 5 
20-24 8 
15-19 1 7 
10-14 1 
5-9 2 
0- 4 2 
Table XXV shows the distribution of the percentages of phonetically 
spelled words of good and poor spellers in Grade IV. 
The percentage range of phonetic skills by groups for Grade IV as 
shown in Table XXV is: 
1. Good spellers with good phonetic skills - 56 to 100 per cent. 
2. Good spellers with poor phonetic skills - 18 to 55 per cent. 
3. Poor spellers with good phonetic skills - 28 to 80 per cent. 
I 
I 
4. Poor spellers with poor phonetic skills - 0 to 25 per cent. I 
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Tables XXVI and XXVII show the differences in spelling ability and in 
perception skills of these groups in Grade III. Tables XXVIII and XXIX 
show the differences in Grade I v. 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT AND PERCEPTION ABILITIES 
OF PUPILS IN GRADE III WHO DIFFER IN PHONETIC SKILLS 
(Pupils from Top Half 114511 of Spelling Population) 
Diff. s.E. 
Measure No. Mean S. E.m S.D. ~- M2 Diff. 
Spelling Good 22 6o.o4 2.64 12.66 7.18 5.38 Ability Poor 23 52. 86 4.69 13.11 
Visual Good 22 26. 59 1.45 6.78 
Word 5.36 2.03 
Identification Poor 23 21.23 1.43 6.58 
Visual Good 22 5.98 1.02 5.78 
Word 2.h8 1.20 
Analysis Poor 23 3.50 .63 2.77 
Auditory Good 22 25.46 1.25 5.86 
Word 6.51 2.22 
Identification Poor 23 18.95 1. 59 7.28 
Auditory Good 22 16.74 . 98 4. 71 
Word 3.65 2.08 
Analysis Poor 23 13.09 1.06 4.91 
C.R. 
1.33 
2.64 
2.07 
2.93 
1.27 
In Table XXVI comparisons are made between pupils in Grade III who 
are good spellers with good phonetic skills and pupils who are good 
spellers but have poor phonetic skills. 
57 
A study of the statistical measures leading to the critical ratios 
reveals that the good spellers With good phonetic skills are superior in 
spelling ability and perception skills. The differences in their favor, 
however, are not statistically significant. The critical ratio of 2.93 
II 
•• in auditory word identification represents the most statistically reliable 
I 
I 
I 
difference. 
The critical ratio of 2.64 in visual word identification though not 
statistically significant indicates that 98 times out of 100 the observed 
difference would be a true difference in favor of good spellers. 
In auditory word analysis the critical ratio is 1.27, not statis-
tically significant but one that would be a true difference 78 times out 
of 100. The critical ratio of 2.07 in visual analysis indicates a true 
difference would exist 96 times out of 100. In spelling ability the 
critical ratio, 1.33 would be a true difference 82 times out of 100. 
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TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT AND PERCEPTION ABILITIES 
OF PUPILS IN GRADE III WHO DIFFER IN PHONETIC SKILlS 
(Pupils from Bottor11 Half 1145tt of Spelling Population) 
Diff. S.E. 
Measure No . Mean S. E.m S.D. M 1- M2 Diff. 
Spelling Good 22 36.00 3. 26 15.30 12.95 3.98 Ability Poor 23 23.05 2.31 11.07 
Visual Good 22 18.32 1.38 6.46 
Word 1.48 2.14 
Identification Poor 23 16.84 1.63 7.82 
I 
Visual Good 22 2.86 . 49 2.30 
Word .82 .59 
Analysis Poor 23 2. 04 .33 1.60 
Auditory Good 22 16.14 1. 20 5. 64 
Word 3.25 1.70 
Identification Poor 23 12.89 1. 21 5. 76 
Auditory Good 22 8. 68 1. 04 4. 88 
Word 2.09 1.26 
Analysis Poor 23 6. 59 . 72 3. 46 
Table XXVII shows the comparisons in spelling achievement and per-
C.R. 
3.25 
.69 
1.39 
1.91 
1.66 
ception abilities of pupils in Grade III who are poor spellers with good 
phonetic skills and those who are poor spellers with poor phonetic skills. 
I 
:I 
Jl 
II 
I 
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11 This table indicates that pupils with good phonetic skills are superior 
in spelling ability to those pupils with poor phonetic skills. With a 
critical ratio of 3.25 it is practically certain that the observed dif-
ference is a true one. In perception skills on the other hand, even though 
00 
I 
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the differences are in favor of those with good phonetic skills the.y are not 
statistically significant. A critical ratio of .69 in visual word identi- I 
fication, a very insignificant difference is a true difference only 52 times 
out of 100. In visual analysis the critical ratio is 1.39; in auditory 
identification 1.91; and auditory analysis 1.66. None of these critical 
ratios is statistically significant but all are in favor of pupils with good 
phonetic skills. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT AND PERCEPTION ABILimB 
OF PUPILS IN GRADE IV WHO DIFFER IN PHONETIC SKILLS 
(Pupils from Top Half 1150n of Spelling Population) 
Diff. s.E. 
Measure No. Mean S.E. S.D. M 1- M 2 Diff. m 
Spelling Good 25 89.!10 2. 94 14.70 8. 00 4.28 Ability Poor 25 81.40 3. ll 15.25 
Visual Good 25 28 . 76 1.12 5. 61 
Word 2.01 1.45 
Identification Poor 25 26 . 75 1.10 5. 52 
Visual Good 25 20. 72 1.59 7. 77 
Word 3. 84 2.52 
Analysis Poor 25 16. 88 1. 96 9. 42 
Auditory Good 25 30. 36 .75 3.75 
Word .90 1.12 
Identification Poor 25 29.46 .84 4.31 
Auditory Good 25 20. 96 .45 2. 25 
Word .34 .74 
Analysis Poor 25 20. 62 .59 2.87 
C.R. 
I 
I 
1.87 
1.39 
1.52 
II 
II 
.80 
. 46 
, 
61 
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In Table XXVIII comparisons are made between pupils in Grade IV who 
are good spellers with good phonetic skills and pupils who are good spellers 
with poor phonetic skills. 
Table XXVIII shows the differences in spelling ability, visual word 
identification, visual word analysis, auditory word identification, and 
auditory word analysis are all in favor of pupils who are good spellers 
with good phonetic ability. None of the critical ratios however, is 
statistically significant. 
A critical ratio of . 80 and .46 for auditory identification and audi-
tory analysis respectively are very significant differences. 
In spelling ability the critical ratio is 1. 87 and is not statistically 
significant but one that would be a true difference 93 times out of 100. 
In visual word identification and visual word analysis the critical 
ratios of 1.39 and 1. 52 are true differences 82 and 87 times out of 100 
but again not statistically significant. 
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TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT AND PERCEPTION ABILITIES 
OF PUPILS IN GRADE IV WHO DIFFER IN PHONETIC SKILLS 
(Pupils from Bottom Half 115011 of Spelling Population) 
Diff. s.E. 
Measure No. Mean S. E.m S.D. M 1-M 2 Diff. 
Spelling Good 25 32.40 2.14 10. 50 9.60 3.47 Ability Poor 25 22. 80 2. 73 13.35 
Visual Good 25 17. 86 1. 06 5. 20 
Word 1.44 1.30 
Identification Poor 25 19.30 • 76 3.10 
Visual Good 25 4.48 .62 3.02 
Word 1.00 .81 
Analysis Poor 25 3.48 .52 3. 48 
Auditory Good 25 20.54 1.16 5.78 
Word 2.00 1.55 
Identification Poor 25 18.54 1. 03 5.16 
Auditory Good 25 lh.94 . 82 4.02 
Word 4.24 1.20 
Analysis Poor 25 10.70 . 88 4.34 
Table XXIX shows the statistical measures leading to the critical 
C.R. 
2.77 
1.11 
1.23 
1.29 
3.53 
ratios for the comparison of differences between the poor spellers in Grade 
IV who differ in phonetic skills. 
II A study of this table reveals with statistical significance that the 
poor spellers with good phonetic skills excel the poor spellers with poor 
phonetic skills only in auditory analysis . 
II 
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A critical ratio of 3.53 indicates with practical certainty that the ob-
served difference is a true difference. 
In spelling ability the critical ratio is 2.77; in visual analysis 
1.23; and in auditory word identification 1.29. None of these critical 
ratios is statistically significant though all are in favor of those with 
good phonetic skills. 
Another interesting fact disclosed in studying the statistics in this 
table is that the critical ratio of 1.11 in visual identification is in 
favor of the poor spellers. The critical ratio of 1.11 is not statisti-
cally significant but one that would be a true difference 72 times out of 
This is the first and only time that a poor group was superior to a 11 100. 
good group. 
11 As a final comparison between good and poor spellers in each grade 
the errors amassed in this study were compared for the richness of the 
vocabulary with the Rinsland !/ Basic Vocabulary for Elementary School 
Children on the Grades III and IV levels. 
According to the degree of frequency the most commonly used words are 
given a rating among the first 1,000, the next most frequently used words 
among the second 1,000, and so on up to the ninth 1,000. Words with a high 
frequency rating are more desirable than words with a low frequency rating. 
Words in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth levels indicate a rich and 
extensive vocabulary. 
I y Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit. 
TABLE XXX 
RICHNESS OF THE VOCABULARY USED 
BY GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV II 
Grade III Grade IV 
I! 
Frequency Use 
by 1,ooo 
High Half Low Half High Half Low Half I 
I first 1,000 289 292 232 347 
Second 1,000 76 53 109 JJ6 I 
Third 1,000 33 23 58 54 I 
Fourth 1,000 31 9 47 38 i. i 
Fifth 1,000 16 8 37 20 
Sixth 1,000 3 0 21 9 
I seventh 1,000 2 0 18 14 
Eighth 1,000 0 0 3 0 I 
Ninth 1,000 0 0 0 0 
Total 450 385 525 618 I 
Table XXX is a general table showing the frequency ratings of words 
collected for good and poor spellers in Grades III and IV. Copies of these 
words may be found in Appendix A. 
From the data in this table, percentages of word frequency were com-
puted for Table XXXI. 
II 
TABLE XXXI 
RICHNESS OF THE VOCABULARY USED 
BY GOOD AND POOR SPELLERS IN GRADES III AND IV BY PERCENTAGE 
Frequency Use Grade III Grade IV I 
By 1,000 
45 Good 45 Poor 5o Good 50 Poor 
Spellers Spellers Spellers Spellers 
First 1,000 64.22 75.84 44.19 56.15 I I 
Second 1,000 16.89 13.78 20.76 22.00 
Third 1,000 7.33 5.91 11.05 8.74 
Fourth 1,000 6.89 2.34 8.95 6.15 
Fifth 1,000 3.56 2.07 7.05 3.24 
Sixth 1,000 .67 0 4.oo 1.46 I 
Seventh 1,000 .44 0 
I 
3.l~3 2.26 
Eighth 1,000 0 0 .57 0 
Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
. 
Table XXXI gives a more graphic detail of the differences in the I 
vocabulary between good and poor spellers. It is apparent from the analy-
sis that all groups use more worde within the first thousand frequency level. 
The good spellers, however, in both grades possess a richer vocabulary be-
yond the words most commonly used as indicated by the higher percentages at 
the higher levels. 
II 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Although spelling takes its natural place as one phase of the language 
experience which includes listening, speaking and reading, it is also one 
of the major problems confronting the child when he expresses himself in 
writing. 
With the present day need for greater communications the child must 
be able to express his thoughts and ideas in writing and this can not be 
accomplished without an adequate spelling vocabulary. 
Recent studies have shown a decided deficiency in spelling ability. 
one study which definitely reveals this weakness is the Fox !/ investiga-
tion on the spelling proficiency of the pupils in grades 2 to 8 in the 
city schools of Indiana. He found that 26 per cent of the pupils spelled 
normally, 28 per cent were accelerated, and 46 per cent were retarded. 
This could be true of aQY other area. 
With the emphasis on individual differences the question arises as 
I 
to the special skills necessary to improve spelling. Many theories for 1 
remedying this deficiency have been advanced. Hildreth ~/ advocated an 
!/William H. Fox, op. cit., p. 24. 
~/ Gertrude Hildreth, op. cit., pp. 467-471. 
individual spelling vocabulary. Artley !1 concurred With her in the belief 
that spelling can be improved by adjusting the vocabulary to the indi-
vidual's needs. Durrell !I supports the theory that different methods 
should be employed in that the better spellers use the ntest-studytt method 
while the poorer spellers avoid confusion by learning to spell with the 
11study-test11 plan. Other educators have held that the individual's ability 
in perceptual skills have a strong bearing on his spelling proficiency. 
In perceptual learning, in order to achieve mastery of a word, pupils 
must be guided to see it, hear it, say it, write it, and use it. Research 
has indicated that perception skills play a role in determining spelling 
ability. 
The major purpose of this study is: 
1. To determine the relationship of spelling 
achievement and perception skills. 
2. To classif.y and analyze spelling errors 
according to spelling ability, visual and 
auditory perception. 
3. To determine the richness of the vocabulary 
of good and poor spellers. 
If This was accomplished by giving tests to 90 pupils in Grade III and 
113 pupils in Grade IV. These tests consisted of spelling tests, two 
visual and two auditory perception tests, and intelligence tests. 
!I sterl A. Artley, op. cit., pp. 137-148. 
5/ Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 269. 
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F.rom the data collected on the above mentioned tests correlations were made 
between spelling ability and perception skills. Comparisons were made be-
tween good and poor spellers in chronological age, mental age, intelligence, 
and perception abilities. Test scores were tabulated and treated statistic-
ally, using the critical ratio as the expression of probable differences. 
This study also includes an analysis and tabulation of 1,423 errors 
in Grade III and 1,815 errors in Grade IV, which were made in various 
written assignments from September to December. These errors were analyzed 
according to phonetic and non-phonetic spelling. Using the percentage 
of phonetic spelling errors as a basis, the pupils with good phonetic 
skills were compared in spelling and perception abilities with the pupils 
who had poor phonetic skills. The data was treated statistically using 
the critical ratio as the measure of probable differences. 
Subdivisions were made among the good and poor spellers according to 
phonetic skills and comparisons in perception skills were again statistic-
ally treated. 
Finally the richness of the spelling vocabulary was measured with the 
Rinsland !/ Basic Vocabulary list for good and poor spellers. Words are 
tools of communication which broaden with experience. These tools are 
important and useful through speaking and writing to others. Through the 
examination of the spelling vocabulary, the word-wealth of the pupils is 
revealed. 
~/ Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit. 
8 
On the basis of the objective statistical evidence presented in this 
study several conclusions were reached: 
1. The four perception tests - visual word identification, 
visual word analysis, auditory word identification, and 
auditory word analysis - showed a positive and marked 
relationship to spelling ability with coefficients of 
correlation from .50 to .80 in Grade III and from .76 
to .85 in Grade IV. 
2. The spelling tests and four perception tests were sensitive 
enough to differentiate between Grades III and IV as shown 
by an increase in the means from grade to grade. The visual 
analysis test, however, was too difficult for Grade III 
as shown by the low mean of 3.26. 
3. All o£ the perception tests differentiated between good and 
poor spellers in both grades as shown by the decrease in the 
means from eroup to group. 
4. The mean intelligence quotient for Grade III is just above 
the accepted norm of 100 as measured by the Kuhlmann-Anderson 
Test with an intelligence quotient of 100.99. 
In Grade IV as measured by the California Mental Maturity 
Test the mean intelligence quotient is 108.26 and well above 
the accepted norm of 100. 
5. In this study the good spellers have a higher intelligence 
quotient than the poor spellers. The good spellers in Grade 
III have a mean of 104.81 compared to 96.21 for the poor 
I, 
I 
spellers. The critical ratio of 4. 11 indicates that the 
observed difference is a true difference. In Grade IV the 
mean intelligence quotient for good spellers is 116.42 com-
pared to 98.70 for the poor spellers. The critical ratio 
of 7. 26 is statistically significant, indicating that the 
good spellers are superior. 
6. The good spellers in both grades are superior to the poor 
spellers in the two visual and the two auditory perception 
tests used in this study. All the critical ratios were well 
beyond the point of practical certainty in that this ob-
served difference is a true difference. 
7. The good spellers are statistically superior to the poor 
spellers in the percentage of spelling errors v~itten 
phonetically. As spelling ability increased, the per-
centage of phonetic spelling increased. The critical ratios 
of 12. 22 and 8.09 for Grades III and IV respectivelY, are 
statistically significant, reaching beyond the point of 
practical certainty that the observed differences are true . 
8. Good phonetic spellers in Grade III are superior to poor 
phonetic spellers in spelling ability and perception skills. 
All the critical ratios ranging from 3.49 to 7.09 denote vdth 
practical certainty that the observed differences are true 
differences in favor of good phonetic spellers. In Grade IV 
good phonetic spellers are superior to poor phonetic spellers 
in spelling ability, visual identification, auditory identifi-
II 
cation, and auditory word analysis. The critical ratios 
are well above the point of practical certainty. In visual 
word analysis, however, the critical ratio of 2.55 while in 
favor of the good phonetic spellers is not statistically 
significant. 
9. Within the top half of the spelling population in Grade III 
there is evidence, though not conclusive, that good spellers 
with good phonetic skills are superior to good spellers with 
poor phonetic skills in spelling ability and perception. 
None of the critical ratios - 1.27 to 2.93 - are statistical-
ly significant, however, but do favor pupils with good 
phonetic skills. 
10. Within the bottom half of the spelling population in Grade 
11. 
III the poor spellers with good phonetic skills are superior 
in spelling ability to the poor spellers with poor phonetic 
skills as shown by the critical ratio of 3.25. In perception 
abilities none of the critical ratios were significant but 
still were in favor of poor spellers who have good phonetic 
skills. 
Within the top half of the spelling population in Grade IV 
differences though statistically insignificant slightly 
favor the good spellers with good phonetic skills in spelling 
ability and perception skills. 
12. Within the bottom half of the spelling population in Grade IV 
the poor spellers with good phonetic skills are superior to 
the poor spellers with poor phonetic skills in auditory word 
II 
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analysis. The critical ratio of 3.53 indicates the observed 
difference is a true difference. In visual word analysis, 
auditory word identification, and spelling ability, the 
statistical evidence favors the poor spellers with good 
phonetic skills. However, With one exception and without 
ample conclusion the poor spellers with poor phonetic skills 
are superior in visual word identification. 
13 . From the statistical evidence presented in this study and 
from the conclusion drawn pupils with good phonetic or 
good auditory skills are better spellers than pupils without 
these skills. Even among poor spellers those With good 
phonetic skills are better spellers. 
14. In both grades good spellers use a much richer vocabulary 
than poor spellers. Poor spellers use proportionally more of 
the first 1,000 common words than good spellers. As the 
words increased in richness the ratio increased for good 
spellers and decreased for poor spellers. 
Suggestions for further research are: 
1. A similar study could be done with a larger population 
among pupils who differ in spelling ability but are 
matched for intelligence, reading ability, and per-
ception skills. 
2. Further revision of the perception tests could be made 
in analyzing and evaluating these tests for Grades III 
and IV. 
-: 
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3. A survey of the spelling proficiency in Massachusetts 
is advisable to determine the present status of the 
elementary school population. 
4. An investigation and analysis of spelling errors in 
relation to the total written vocabulary is recommended. 
'""),.., 
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APPENDIX A 
The following collection of spelling errors arranged alphabetical~ 
were assembled for this study. These errors consisting of 1,423 errors 
II in Grade III and 1,815 errors in Grade IV were classified according to 
phonetic and non-phonetic spelling errors by the good and poor spellers. 
11 Errors were taken from book reports, science reports, health stories, 
reports of projects, social studies topics, personal letters, and other 
written assignments. 
The errors were amassed and the data used for: 
1. Analyzing the types of errors made by good and 
poor spellers. 
2. Finding the percentage of phonetic skills of 
good and poor spellers . 
3. Measuring the richness of the vocabulary of 
good and poor spellers. 
The figure which appears after a word indicates the number of times 
that error was made. 
I 
I 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 
WORD 
-
NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
about abount 
accident aicident 
acres aecrs 
addition additon adition 
afraid afiard 
afread 
after afther 
again agaain 
a gin 
America Ameria 
animals anails animales 
animls 
another anther 
aeything aenthink 
are aer r 
aren't arnt 
arithmetic arithete 
ask aske 
asked as the 
asts 
at it 
aunt anut 
away awaly 
a whey 
7 t 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
babies babyies 
ball boll 
banged baged 
bank banb 
bark barke 
barking baring 
base bas 
bath bathe 
be b 
because be case 
be cas 
becorse 
bed bad 
been bin ben 
before befor 7 
begin be gain 
being 
best bast 2 
bus 
birthday brotday berthday 
bites bits 
black blak 2 
blake 
board bord 
j r;'7 
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SPElLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
bodies bodys 
bottom bot ten 
bought bonke bot 
biet bout 
boxes boxs 
boy by 
bread beard bred 
brad 
bra de 
break bight brake 
beark 
breathe brueth 
broke brok 
brock 2 
brother brouter 
borther 
broth 
brown borown 
brownies brownes 
brush brsh 
build build bild 
bilt 
built bilt 
bullet bulltet 
bulletin bullitin 
bushes bushs j -----
78 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
city cite 
civil clvill sivel 
class elias 
close clost 
coffee coffen coffe 
cold coal 2 
color elora 
coming comeing 
committee comnettee committe 
comnittee 
cookies coocies 
corn cron 
cotton cot ten 
could cowen kood 
cood 
countries countrees 
country countey con trey 
county 
cousin eosin 
cupboard cuberd 
dark drak 2 
dead didt 
decorate dakerat 
- ---
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WOBD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
decorating decorateing 
decorations decorateshings 
didn't didint 
died dide 
different diverend 
dig dag 
does dus 
doll dol 
done don't don 
down dwon 
dried dryed 
drift dreft 
dusty dustey 2 
dynamite dineamight 
early elery er:cy 
ear ley 
earth erth 
eight eght 
eaight 
especial:cy especbelly 
every evry 2 
everyday evreyday 
-
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) jl I 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
everyone everone 
everything every-thank 
farmer farme 
furnned 
favorite tarot favrit 
faverite 
feel feed 
fell fill 
I fever feaver I 
field fild feld 2 
fight fght fite 
fit 
finds fines 
fine find 
finish ranch 
fire fier 2 
first frist 2 
fish 
fist 
fright 
fars 
firs 
fleece fleec 
floor floor 
for fore 3 
82 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
fresh tes 
Friday Firyday 
friend ferend frend 2 
from frme 2 frome 
.roar 
form 
fruits friets 
full fell 2 
fun fone 
fud 
garden graeden 
germs gru.ms 
get ger 
git 
ghosts goset goasts 
gifts gefs 
giraffe graf 
girl gril 4 
glir 
giving givreng 
glass glaess 
gloves gloes 
goes goa 3 
going gona. geeing 
I' 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
grandfather granfather 
great grate 
grey gry 
ground gound 
grows goods 
half' haf 
hands hads 
happening happing 
hard hare 
hrd 
has his 
having haveing 
health healt helth 
heard heaard herd 
hard 
hide hae 
hiding hideing 
high hie 
higher haiar 
him hem 
holiday holday holladay 
holly holley 
'I 
holle 
84 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - {continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
honest hones 
hona 
honey hoeey 
hope hop 
horse hrose 
hosse 
hurt hart hirt 
Indians Indins Indeans 
Indains 
Indens 
insects insaks 
inceaks 
instead insead 
juice juise 
jump juam 
jumped jinped 
kind king 
kand 
kitchen kiten 
kioken 
lcnife knit 
know no 
land laned 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
last lat 
later layter 
leaf' leaf't 
league lig 
learn lone larn 2 
lurn 
learned leared larned 
learning lring lurning 
leraing 
leaves leavs 
lemons lomons 
letter latter 
life lift 
lift left 2 
leaft 
light lite 3 
like liek lick 3 
lice 
lik 
liking likeing 
line lin 
little lille littel , 
live lave 
lef 2 leve 
,J 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
long loeg 
loser louser 
lots los 
machines macines 
made mad 
maed 
makes Dikes 
making makeing 4 
man nane 
manners nanders 
maple mayble 
marry merry 
measure :measur 
milk milke 
millionaires milnrs 
JBi.ssed mist 
month moth 
moon mone 
more mor 
morning moring 
mountains montins 
' much mush 2 
86 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
multiply multiily 
mulliply 
music musik 
must most 
nail naile 
name nane 3 
named name de 
needed neaded 
never neve 
noise nois 
November No umber 
Izy"lon nile on 
or orr 4 
oil ouil 
ole 
other othar 
out oct 
od 
outside outsid 2 
paint pant 
paper papper 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
party paret 
paty 
pass past 2 
patient peychint 
pennies penn,ys 
people peloep peple 
picnic pechnick 
pickmeck 
picture picether 
piece peice 
pile pie pil 
place plays 
planes plans 
plant plaet 
pland 
plays plates plaas 
please place plese 
plenty pl.any 
pole pol 
pony poney 
pone 
popper poper 2 
popping poping 2 
powder power 
) 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
pray pay 
present preisent 
president presadent 
pretty preey prette 
pumpkin punpen 
pumkin 
puppet pupet 
put pot 
quiet quit 
rabbit robte 
radio rado 
ran rand 
read rad 
robbers robers 
rode rod 
room rome 
ropes rope 
round roud 
rubbers ribbers rubers 
said saed sead 
sand 
sailed saild 2 
II 
1 II 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
!!Q!Y2 NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
salt slot 
salute saluit 
saw say 2 
sas 
scare sacre 
scared skared 
school shcool scool 3 
shool 
seek sike 
sent sand 
sin 
separate seperate 
series seres 
shaking shakeing 
shell sheel shel 
shale 
shull 
sull 
shopping shoping 
should sould shud 
show shot shoe 
snow 
sow 
showers sours 
sick sink 
sign sione 
'\ 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
sink sak 
sitting stting 
skate sact 
sake 
skates skats 
skis skies 
slacks slats 
sled slide slead 
sleep supe 
salaep 
sleet sleece 
slide slid 2 
small semell 
samall 
sneeze sneez 
sneezed smeexed 
some som 4 sum 
something somethink 2 somthing 
soon some 2 
sore soor 2 
south sorth2 soth 
spare spair 
\ 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
spelling seplling 
selling 
spray spaay 
• 
stalks salkes staks 
standing sanding 
started sarted 
starts stats 
stay saty 
stepped staped steped 
septed 
stick stic 
stik 
stockings stokings 
stomach stomch 
stone sone 
stopped stoped 4 
store sore stor 2 
stories storys 
storeys 
story sont store 
sor,y storey 
i' storie 
strawberries strarbeares 
strawberry strawburey 
sugar suger 2 
: 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
summer sume 
supper super 
surprised surpriesed 
sweater s-weter 
sweep swew 
sweet seat sweat 
sueet 
sweetest sea test 
syrup suaru.p suryp 
srap sirap 
suru.p 
take teak tack 
takes tachs 
taking takeing 
talk tlalk 
teacher techer 2 
team ten 
tent tant 
than tan 
ten 
Thanksgiving Thanksginind 
their thair 
then them 2 tbene than 
94 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
there threr ther 5 
thery thare 
tare 
they there thay 3 
thing theng 
things thinks 
third thrid 
there 
thir 
thought thet thoght 
thread tread 
threw thew 
through thow 
throw 
throw troe 
trow 
tied tided 
tight tite 2 
time tome 
tine 
tobacco tobbaco 
toe to 
tomorrow tomoro 
train tirain 
treat treet 
trip tripe I 
, 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
t~ tuly 
Tuesday Tueseday 
turkey turte turkay 
turned ture 
turns turnes 
two tow 
uncle uncl 
under udaer onder 
unions unians 
unit umit 
united unitite 
intill 
until untill 
us OS 
use ues 2 youse 
used yoused 
using useing 
usually uesley 
valentine valatine 
vase vaes 
village villj 
villy 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - {continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
very veay verey 
waist waest 
wait whait wat 2 
wate 2 
walk wick walke 
woke 
wack 
walked wthr 
want wat 
wants wanst 
war ware 
warm war am 
was waw 
washed washt 
washes wichs 
watch wath wach 
watched wac bed 
water warter 2 
wears wheres 
eddings wetings we dings 
well will 2 
went want 3 
wthe 
wint 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
went (cont.) wont 
waet 
wait 
wnnt 
were war wer 
wrt 
wore 
west weast 
what want 
when wa.n2 
II wen 
whem 
win 
whent 
won 
where were 
while wiel 
wile 
white wiht 
who how 
whole whold 
wide wid 
window wind dow 
wi;nter wenter 
wthr 
witches wites wichs 
with wilt wyth 
white 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
women wemen 
won wun 
won 1t wunt 
wood wook 
work wok werk 
worked wroked 
working wording 2 
I wount 
I 
world would 
worms wome warms 
would wold 2 
wound 
wouldn•t wooden 
write wight 
wirte 
years yights yers 
yesterday yet today yestrday 
your yout 
yours yo us 
j 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 
WORD .NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
about abot 
again a gin agen 
agane 
all right allre 
almost anost 
alone along alon 
already alreay 2 allread 
America Amirica 
American Americain 
another annte 
anther 
aey ane 
arithmetic arthmetic arithmitic 
asleep a seep 
attic addick 
awake awate 
baby babby 
back bad 
buck 
bat I 
bags bages 
ball balld 
bell 
I 
II 
II 
SPELLING ERRORS 
IJJW HALF GROUP IN GRADE .3 - (continued) 
WORD 
balloon 
because 
been 
before 
began 
behind 
bent 
best 
better 
big 
bird 
birthday 
black 
blowing 
blue 
bonfire 
NON-PHONETIC 
ball on 
becaes 
be acne 
bela use 
be cane 
ban 
begin 
be hide 
band 
banydd 
bast 
past 
bettey 
bellot 
bag 
birl 
brid 
barth day 
bri.thday 
briteey 
brathday 
backe 
back 
bllng 
blwe 
bonfre 
PHONETIC 
becose 2 
ben 
befor 4 
to 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON- PHONETIC PHONETIC 
Christmas Christeng 
city cate cety 
class cass 
cls 
close cloes 
cloth clth 
clothes cotes 
coats coates 
cold cood 
coal 
come cuam 
coming comlg comeing 
committee co.mittee 
cookies cookes 
cotton cotte 
cow cauwe 
cream cam 2 
crom 
carem 
cerem 2 
crusader cresader 
cry cay 
dad dadd 
dark drink 
1:0 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
decorate dicorate 
decorated dirketter 
deep deek deap 2 
dep 
did dide 
didn't did 1t 
does dose 2 dus 2 
duz 
doesn•t doe 
doing doind 
dolls dalls 
done dosm don 
down donug 
don 
drag daeg 
dragon drgon 
dress dree 
each eah 
early elarle i 
el.by 
earth eeits 
eight eait 
aitn 
enough anot 
-
:104 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE .3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
every ever 2 
evy 2 
evey .3 
everyone eveynoe 
!arm fram 
ram 
farmer ramer 
feel fell 
fef 
feeling feling 
few new 
fields fedB 
tight fght fite 
!ith 
find fine 
fine find 
fint 
finish fins 
finished finst 
fire fiat fir 
fiag 
fitr 
first fars 
frast 
firth 
flowers fowers 
food foot 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
fought fort 
fresh flesh 
from fol"lll 4 
full fu1 
game gime 
general ceneral 
geator 
get gar 
girl gril 
girls grils 
giler 
give gevas 
gives givens 
goat goat 
goes gos 
gozz 
going ging goeing 2 
goeng 
grade grag 
gray 
grandfather gradfather 
graed.father 
grass garse gras 
great grete grate 2 
grad graet 
1 
0~_· 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - {continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
ground groud 
half halfl 
have 
Halloween Hall ween Hall owen 
hard had 
hrd 
has haes 
his 
have half 2 
hunep 
having haveing 
head hard 
held hold 
help held 
hevy 
hel 
his haes 
hope hoop hop 
hose hol hows 
hoses 
hospital hopsitl 
house houes 
hose 
Indians Indaes 
insects insicz ins ax 
ins ace insaks 
/( 
I 
; 
., 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
lived liven 
liv 
liked 
leve 
long lone 
lot loat 
leit 
machine macine 
made malked mad 
mail meal mal 
mals 
make mach 2 mak3 meke 
making ma.deing ma.keing 
mildng 
man mant 
many manty 
map mae pet 
may maey 
men maen 
min 
milk mike 
miss mess 
missed meb 
months munts 
more mor 
II 
----
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
morning moring 
morring2 moning 
most mose 
much mich 
multiply muliply 
mulibl.y 
mumps mapers 
music mushy 
my mi. 
name nane 2 
needs nens 
next max 
nice nisr 
nine mind 
noise nice 
noix 
north not he 
o•clock ocker 
off of 2 
oil ole 
old od 
on JllO 
WORD 
once 
only 
open 
opening 
opposite 
others 
our 
outlaw 
over 
own 
papa 
paper 
part 
parts 
party 
people 
pick 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
NON-PHONETIC 
ocne 
ones 
ome 
upen 
oping 
opprsct 
othere 
are 2 
out 
ore 2 
outlall 
oeoer 
ovr 
won 
pepo 
pait 
prate 
praty 
pelme 
pelp 
peole 
ploce 
prole 
peact 
-
PHONETIC 
ownly 
ouppursite 
on 
pap per 
1 '() 
1 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
picking pieing 
picnic paknit 
picture pichette 
piece pack 
Pilgrims Pilgrwns 
pine piat 
place plate 
pals 
planted panted 
play paly 6 
playing palying 
playting 
plaging 
pleying 
pole poell 
pond ponle 
popping poping 
present pernst 
pente 
presents pentes 
plesents 
pretty preety 
patty 
protection proteation 
rabbit raedit 
11.~ 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
rains reis 
read rend 
reading res ding 
ready radey 
riding rum ding 
rocks rone 
rubber rubbre 
rubre 
rubbers rubbere rubers 
rugs rigs 
run rue 
sacks sic 
said siad 
sailed saled 
salt slat 
sand sane 
school shool 4 scool 3 
sheool 
scoohe 
schuk 
scream seam 
II 
seat seek 
see seek 
send sant 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
sends sendes 
sets sens 
seven sven 
she seh 
sheep seep 3 
shell shul 
saell 
short shotit 
shot shoot 
should sord shod 
show shuo 
sow 
some 
shows sows 
sick sike 
sister siser 2 
sastre 2 
sater 
sisther 
skis seens 
sled seld slead 
sild 
sleep seeps 
shleeps 
sleeps seeps 
slide. sled 
slipd 
I 
I 
) 
\i 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 -
WORD NON-PHONETIC 
small smell 
snow sonw 
smol 
so souy 
soldiers sotter 
some sond 3 
something somethig 
2 so meting 
sometime simetines 
sometimes sine times 
some tines 
somet 
sintines 
sorry surry 
soure 
sorty 
sour soueter 
south soth 
spell 
spring sing 
stalks saags 
stars 
starts state 
state 
stay sty 
sted 
114 
(continued) 
PHONETIC 
sum 2 
spel 
stares 
stat 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
stepped staped 
stick steck 
sick 
still sitll stil 
stomachs summaks 
stop stor 
stopped stoped 2 
store stur 
storm stom 
story stry 
sory 
stumble stiml 
subtraction subtracin 
subtractin 
subtration 
sweet seert 
take thake tak 2 
talk take 
tak 
teacher tenter 
tehra 
teaching tehing 
team tem 
than ther 
I 
~------------~------~-----
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
thank thak 
I thankf'ul thankfel 
I that thet 
I' 
,I them then 
II then they 
thn 
there thar ther 5 
they tay 
then 
thing thaing 
things thinds 
thinking thing 
third thrid 2 
terre 
thought tot 
tout 
through thro 
time the 
tomorrow tomorero 
tonnow 
tomuo 
town tonn 
tree tre 
truly trudly 
tryly 
II 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - {continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
try tri 
turkey turlcuy 
until ontell 
use ues 
used yuste 
very vear 
vrae 
wagon whackin 
walk wak wolk 
waek 
wake 
withe 
walks wars 
want onte 
wants once 
wars worts 
was hoes2 wes 
watch wice 
water witer 
wader 
warter 
way wey 2 
wear were 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 3 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
weaving weaveing 
Wednesday Wednasday 
week weed 
waek 
weighs wanths 
well waal 
went want 2 
wnt 
whet 
wend 
wehd 
want 
were wrie wer 
wet weat 2 
what want 
wa.t 2 whet 
whre 
wath 
when wenh 
wnet 
whin 3 
wen 
whan 
want 
where whre wher 
while wine 
whose whos 
will well 
winning wining 
1 
1i 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
accordian acordian 
ache ake 3 
acid asid 
across arcross 
adults aduts 
adventures adventsures 
afraid afaird afrad 
afried afrade 
afraide 
again agian 4 agen 
almost almos allmost 
already allreaey 
altar alter 
and an 
angry angre 
animal animile 
animals amierls animls 
another enother 
answer anser 
anxious angshus 
anxius 
around aroud 
attached atached 
- --- ---
I 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
attack 
auction 
auditorium 
axis 
babies 
back 
backed 
balance 
balloon 
barber 
barrel 
baseball 
basement 
beautiful 
because 
beets 
before 
being 
NON-PHONETIC 
a tat 
2 
autatoreum 
atoreme 
balane 
bloon 
2 be cas 
becaues 
be inning 
PHONETIC 
a tack 
aucshun 
audatoream 
audatoreim 
access 
akses 
aksis 
axes 
babbys 
bak 
bact 
balence 
2 baloon 
barbar 
barrol 
baceball 
bas ball 
2 
basment 
buiti ful 
becuse 4 
becaus 5 
becuz 
beats 
be for 
1 
1 
-
J' 
3 1.22 
-
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
believe belive beleve 
better bitter beter 
bettre 
between be twine 
bigger biger 
binoculars binoculars 
birthday brithday 
blackboard blackbord 
blanket blank 
blow blo 
blown blone 
blon 
board boad 
bodies bobys 
body boacy 
born bron 
bothering bathering 
brothing 
bottom botty 
brave barve 
bring brind 
broke brok 
broken borken 
"'* 
-
I 
\;.' 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
-
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
brother borther 2 
brought borght brot 
brown brone 
brownie bronwie 
brushing buesing 
bulbs bubls 
bulletin bull tin bulle tine 
bullnt 
bus buss 
but bute 
buy by 
by buy 
cabinet cabbinet 
came game 
captain capaten cap ten 
catch chach 
caught cough 
cavities cavades 
cavedes 
cavity cavate 
cavitee 
cellar celler 
--
ll 
-
2,! 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
chance canse 
chase • 
change chanke 
chrange 
chase chace 3 
chemical kemical 
chemistry camatresit 
chief chefe 
children chrildren 
choice choise 2 
choir ,., chyer 
chopped choped 
Christian Christi on 
church chuch 
circus curcus 
city citie 
class glass 
I clear clere 2 
clothes cloes 
cobbler cobler 
I 
coin cong 
' 
cold co old 
colonial coloneal 
- -
·-
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
colored 
committee 
company 
compared 
connect 
conquer 
consider 
copied 
corner 
cotton 
could 
count 
courage 
course 
cousins 
cream 
crew 
cried 
criminal 
cut 
NON-PHONETIC 
cumban;y 
consiter 
conrer 
coald 
cred 
cent 
2 
couage 
corores 
curse 
carme 
grew 
PHONETIC 
colered 
comittee 
com.pard 
conect 
concur 
coped 
cot ten 
cud 
cur age 
coarse 
corse 
cousyns 
cryed 
2 
crimenal 
kut 
_· __ I_ 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
dangerous 
decay 
decided 
decision 
delicious 
dental 
dentist 
department 
dessert 
didn 1t 
different 
digging 
dirty 
disappear 
discussion 
diseased 
discovered 
. 
doctor 
does 
done 
NON-PHONETIC 
dangeous 
den tis 
derment 
did 1t 
din 1ted 
deifink 
diffent 
discition 
disoverd 
PHONETIC 
dangeraes 
de kay 
disidid 
decishen 
deli shes 
dentle 
desurt 
diden •t 
diferent 
differnt 
difrent 
diging 
durty 
dis sa pear 
disesed 
2 docter 
2 dos 
dune 
1~. 
t ----
-
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON- PHONETIC PHONETIC 
door dor 2 dore 
doughnut s donits 
dropped draped 3 
dropping droping 
drowsy drozey 
dying dieing 
earlier earlyer 
easily easyily 
eaten eatin 
either ether 
elected elictit 
else's elsese 
empty emty 
enamel ana.mel enamal 
enjoy injoy 
unjoy 
enough enoug 
errand air and 
escape ex cape 
escaped ecasped eskaped 
especially espially espesholy 
1_2 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
-
NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
every earvy 
everywhere everywere II 
I· 
exaggeration exsaguration 
excited exited 
exciting exiting 
ecsiting 
excuse exuse 
experiment experimit 
exposition exbusihum 
eye i 
farm fram 
father farther 
fattest fattes 
favorite feavert 
faiort 
fawns fannes 
fear fere 
feast feaste 
feet feat 
fell fel 
field feld 
fifteen fifth teen 
**'-
- -
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
-
fight 
fighting 
fill 
finally 
find 
finish 
first 
flag 
flowers 
for 
form 
found 
fountain 
fresh 
Friday 
friend 
friends 
frightened 
from 
full 
NON-PHONETIC 
feght 
fie thing 
fail 
finmishime 
frist 
folowers 
forem 
fond 2 
frest 
Firday 
freind 2 
freinds 
frindes 
form 
forn 
fron 
PHONETIC 
fit 
finaly 2 
fined 
finesh 
flage 
fore 2 
fountan 
frend 
frends 2 
fritened 
ful 
- ===--=-==-=-- =--= ---- =---r 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
happened happand 2 happend 
happier happyer 
haunt hant 
having haveing 
health heath 
2 hear here 
heer 
heard herard 
heavier haver 
heavy bevy 2 
help halp 
helf 
helpful help full 
his is 
hitter hiter 
holiday holy day 
honest honesh 
hoped hopped 
horses horeses 
houres 
hospital hostipital 
house horse 
hungriest hungrist j 
-

;/ 13 ' 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
kitchen kithen kichen 
kittchen 
'I 
knew new 
laid layed 
lamb limb 
later latter 
lead led 
lear leav 
learned leaned learnd 
lerned 
leather leater 
leave lave leav 2 
left lef 
lend land 
library lib ray 
light ligth 
2 
like lik 
liquid luckwould 
listened lisened 
lis tend 
looking liking 
losing loseing 
lunch linch 
1. ' 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
mad made 
made mayed 
mail mial 
make may 
making makeing 
manager manger 
match macke 
materials materals 
mathematic mathemtic 
meadow me dow 
means neans 
measure mea sur 
medicine medinian 
medicnend 
medincine 
meet meat 
messy mesce 
metals menas 
milk mike 
minutes minits 
mischievous mischekvous 
mission misshern 
mixed mixt 
--
13 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
months mounths 
more mor 
morning moring .3 mourning 
movies movis 
much mutch 
music misic 
muic 
muise 
must most 
navigator na.vigater 
meed 5 nead need 
Negro Nengro 
neighborhood nab or hood 
nicest nicet 
no lmow 
no one know one 
not ont 
ocean ocen 
ocan 
oshan 
2 
off of 
officer offiser 
3 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
once ounce 
unce 
open opon 
orchard oarcherd 
orchestra ocrosta 
organ organ 
our are 
ore 
or 
your 
over oveey 
paper pap per 
parents prants 
patience pashents 
pencils penciles3 pensils 
pople 4 people peopl 3 peple 
permanent permant permanant 
persuade peri vade 
piano peano 
picture picshur 
picthers 
pigeon pi gin 
piling pilling 
1 
1 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 -
WORD NON-PHONETIC 
pioneers 
pirates piritas 
pitching pi etching 
pleasant 
please 
plenty planty 
poles 
police 
practical~ prataley 
practice 
present pres tent 
presents 
president preadeint 
preident 
presiedent 
presatant 
prevent pervent 
principal 
private 
prize prez 
prac 
probably probaley 
problem promel 
product proudieed 
--- -
(continued) 
PHONETIC 
pieoneers 
2 
plesant 
pleas 
plese 
plente 2 
pols 
polise 
practis 
preasents 
principle 
privit 
priz 
-- ----
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
puppy pupy 
purple puple 
push puch 
put pute 
putt 
qualities qualtatus 
quarrelsome quralsome 
radiator rudaater radiater 3 
ruteater 
railroad ralroad 
raspberry rasp bury 
reading red.ing 
really rea:cy 2 
relly 
reason res on 
received recived 
recess resses 
regret regert 
religion religen 
repaired repared 
restaurant restraunt 
returned retruned 
-
, 
1_3fJ 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
right write 
river rUrer 
roller rollar 
2 
room roon rum.e 
roor 
root route 
rotates rotatase 
rodates 
rough rougfh 
rought 
route rute 
rubber robber ruber 
ruined runied ruend 
2 
running runing 
safety safty 2 
2 
said siad 
2 
sailors sailers 
2 
salad saled 
sandwich sanwhich 
saw was 
so 
scary scarry 
scene sceen 
seen 
sene 
1_4 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON- PHONETIC PHONETIC 
school scool 
scratch scree 
strech 
second sec on 
sound 
secretary secatary 
seek sink 
selves selfs 
servant servent 
should showd 
shoulder showder sholder 3 
shovel shovul 
show showe 
shut shute 3 
similar simaler 
sincerely sincerly 2 
I singing sining 
skate sckate 
skat 
skating satting 
skin skim 
sky ske 
smart smat 
smile smil 
14t 
"i.:v 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 ~ (continued) 
I 
-
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
stopped stoped 2 
storm storn 
strom 
story store 
stout stuot 
strange stang strang 
struck stick 
studied studed 
studying studing studeing 
subject subjit 
such sush 
suits suites 
S\l.DlV SW\Y 
supplies supplys 
sure sur 
surprise surpirse 
surveying servaing 
surveyor survaier 
surveyer 
swimming swiming 
syrup surup 
tagged taked 
taking takeing 2 
- - -!t -=- _,..--- -
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SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
talking tacking 
telephone telpfone telaphone . 
telescope telesckop 
television telavision 
than then 2 
theater thereder 
theather 
their thier 2 there 4 
them then 
there thier thare 
these this 
they the thay 
ther 
thin the 
thing thinge 
thought tough 
thoughtful thoufitful 
threw throw through 2 
through trogh 
thor 
throw 
trough 
throw through 
tied tide 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
tired tieard 
tobacco tabbacco 
together togher 
toilet toilit 
told tilled 
tomorrow tomorow 
too to 
2 
took toke 
toot 
touched tuched 
2 
tractor trackter 
treat tripe 
trees tres 
tried tryed 2 
trolley trolly 
trouble truble 
truck turck 
true truee 
truth trueth 
two to 
unknown unkone 
2 
unless unlest unles 
---
11 1 
SPELLING ERRORS 
HIGH HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
until on til 
upon apon 
2 use yo us 
usually us ally 
us alley 
vacation vaction 
valley vally 
vase vace 
vas 
vegetable vegetabes 
very verey2 vary 
vere 
Virginia Virinia Verginea 
visit viest 
vist 
walk wak 
was saw 
wash wach 
watch wac he 
weighed wieghed 
weight weigt 
went whet 

14~' 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETI C 
about abont aboutt 
aboot 
abooe 
absent a beret 
ache 
ack 
ake 
acid assit 
across aroos 
acorss 
admiral adenirl 
adventure anventur 
afraid afard afrade 
afarige 
against agents 
ago agio 
ahead ahand 
almost allmos 
alone aloeng 
along 
already alread allready 
also all so 
am an 4 
arm 
ham 
animal alimal animle 
aminal 
ankle ankel 
1 
(1-q 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
any eney 
eny 
are ate 
our 
arithmetic arithetic 
arithemtc 
arm aurm 
around arond 
asked as tea 
ate eat 
away a want 
awful a fur 
baby badczy- babby 
back black 
bad dad 
balloons bloons 
barn bearn 
barrels barools 
baseball bas ball 
basement basmeant 
basket baskeat 
bastet 
became be cane 
I 
becust becaus 2 
;/ 
because 
be case 
1 ) 
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SPElLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONE 'IT C PHONETIC 
-
been bone ben 
bovm 
before befor 2 
begin began 
believed belived 
best bust 
bet bat 
better bet tel beter 
between betoen 
be teen 
'I Bible bable ,,
bicycle bicyice 
bikice 
• bigger biger 
bisctlit biskit 
bite bit 
black blact blak 
blackboard blackbord 
block black 
blow blew 2 
bolly 
boards bads bords 
bornds 
I body budy 
ll bold bolde 
1_5 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
book boak 
both bouth 
bottle bollte ll 
boxes boxs 
branch brach 
brave barve 
brove2 
bave 
braver banver 
brick bricke 
bring birin 
brother borght 
borther 
brought borught 
brount 
browght 
proght 
brown bron 
brwn 
brush bush 2 
burst 
bubbles bubles 
build bulid bild 
built belt 
bild 
burned bured 
business busiress I 
?J'"Y 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 -
WORD 
butter 
buy 
cabin 
cabinet 
called 
came 
camel 
camp 
case 
caught 
cavities 
celebrate 
cement 
champagne 
charts 
chase 
cheers 
cheese 
chew 
NON-PHONETIC 
bitter 
benryt 
cabler 
coild 
cane 2 
caamel 
cape 
scace 
caought 
caugh 
cathey 
caveades 
cemet 
eastars 
cherries 
ceeas 
chree 
fti')Sfon U MflferS pty 
Khoot of Education 
librwv 
15.~ 
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(continued) 
PHONETIC 
buttre 
by 
cab en 
cot 2 
selabrat 
shampane 
chace 
chue 
·-
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
-
children 
chimes 
choir 
church 
circle 
circus 
citizen 
clean 
cleaned 
clear 
climb 
clothes 
coat 
cold 
college 
color 
NON-PHONETIC 
childen 
chi red 
chrilden 
clihdren 
cbmes 
chuch 
chiss 
crakis 
crise 
eitzen 
cituen 
celan 
cleam 
keen 
kin 
elent 
claim 
colt 
cood 
gold 
PHONETIC 
chi or 
surcule 
citezen 
clere 2 
cler 
closes 
collage 
colar 2 
coler 
-- ----==-=-
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
colored cared cole red 
cloerd 
come co om 
coming comning comeing 3 
cone comn 
contract contrackt 
contraction contractshon 
costume comtomes 
cotton cot ten 
could coll 
cold 
counselor conselear 
count kunt 
curt 
country co nut 
courntey 
courage carge 
course cosey corse 
court cort 
crazy craz 
cream crem 
criminal cremel 
crossing corssing 
cuffs cuftes 
/ 15~ ? 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
cupboard cub bird 
daughter doter 
decided desded 
deep dep 
deepest dee pes 
delicious dilasish 
dentist distist 
de ntis 
den tea 
detective detictive 
did. ded 
didn•t didt 
different defterment 
diffit 
diffitet 
digest die best 
didichtch 
disappear disapear 
disapere 
discovery devscevery 
disobey disoba 
dizzy dize 
does duz 
dos 
doesn•t doen•t ---~ --1 donesn•t 

~ 15{). 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
escape caape 
every hver 
eveeay 
ever 
everyone everone 
everything eve ring 
excuse exachus excus 
exusce 
experiment experimet 
expriment 
explain expand 
factory factry 
fairy ferry 
family fmily fa.maly 
flaey 
famous fame as 
farmer faremer 
favorite favrot 
fear flear fer 2 
fest fere 2 
freast 
feel fill 
fence fance 
few fue 
fifteen fiften 
-- -
':)'{, 
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SPEWNG ERRORS 
WW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
fifth fifith 
fight fite 2 
filled felled fild 
filld 
filling fulling 
fills filds 
fine fime 
finish finsh 
finished finst 
finast 
finniched 
fire five 
first firt 
fist 
fixed fixty 
flag fog 
flower florwer 
flowers flothers flowrs 
foggy fogy 
fool fou 
for far fore 
forest forst 
fought fould 
found forn 
forud 
fond 
--
I 
--
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
fountain foundtas 
frond 
fourth forth 
freedom free dome 
Friday Fir day 
friend frind 3 frend 
fairnd 
fiend 
fraind 
.freind 
.frightened fritend 
from form 2 
forme 
.front fount 
frozen fro sen 
.fruit .foirt 
frit 
full foil 
games ganes 
gang gane 
general gernel 
getting gating 
ghost gost 
gifts gifs 
II 
I 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
row HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
girl .1 2 gn 
give 
giving giveing 
glass glas 2 
goes gos 3 
going go in 
gold glod 
got geat 
grade graed 
grad 
grain grana 
I 
grapes greps jl 
grass garss 
grss 
green grean 2 
group groop 
hair hard 
half hafe 
handle handlo handal 
hanging haning 
happened happed hap pend 
has as 
was 
hat hit 
~\ 160 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
haul hall 
have haft 
haven't have•t 
having havng haveing 
head hed 
heard hard herd 2 
help hepl 
holp 
hlep 
helpful help full 
helping he ling 
her he 
here hear 5 
hiding hideing 
his has 
hole hoal 
home hone 2 hom 
hope hobe hop 2 
hound hone 
hour ore 
house houes 
hourse 
hurt hart hirt 
hrut 
,J 161 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
idea idear 
I'm I'n 
important imporiten 
including includng 
interesting enteresting 
interestng 
jail jal 
jewels juauls 
journey jurney 
judge jadey 
jump jomp 
jumped jummed 
just fest 
keeps kebs keps 
keeds 
kept cerp 
kick kite 
killed gilled kiled 
kind kin cind 
ld.ne 
knees knew 
knife nife 
=-==------- ---
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
know no 
lady's laddies 
last lasd 
laugh lagfh 
leader lead 2 leadr 
leadred 
lede 
learn lead 
lean 
learned leaded 
leaed 
leard 
learning learing 
least left 
leave lef lev 3 
leav 
leve 
left lart 
lefe 
letter liter letr 
lettuce las sus 
librarian lib rani an 
light lite 
like lik 2 
looks lookes 
-
-
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
missed mist 
monthly mont by 
more mor 3 
morning moring 9 
morining 3 
moning 
noi ning 
mother mothe 2 
motor moter 
mountains mount ins 
mouth moth 
movies move movees 
movese 
moving moveing 
much mush 2 
march 
mud mude 
mule mile muel 
must meat 
most 
~self m;ysilf 
myslef 
name mane 
named maned 
near nere 2 
-
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
one on 
other outher 2 
our are 3 
out aut 
not 
over ove 
own ond 
package paickoor 
paid payed 
pail pale 
pal 
paint pant 
painted panted 2 
pantry pan tree 
paper peper papper 3 
parade prade 
parents prants 
part port 
party partery 
patty 
patye 
passage passies 
peanut penut 
~ t 16? 
SPELLING ERRORS 
WW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
pen pin 
pencil peni.cl pensil 
pecla 
pelle 
picsil 
people peolp 2 pepole22 
pople 2 pepel 
peole peple 2 
poeple peopel 
popl 
person pas on pur sun 
picture pictrune 
pic true 
pitcher 
piece peack pese 
pice 
pipe paip 
place plase 
places plases 
plain plane 
play paly 
please place 
plenty plent plente 2 
penen 
police ploice polese 
plioce 
pond poned 
population popalation 
J 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON- PHONETIC PHONETIC 
-
present prasot 
prease 
pretty pety prety 
prette 
prize prsize 
protected proleated 
pull pill 
II pulled puled 
puppy pupe 
put but 2 
pit 
bot 
pet 
putting puting 
I 
I 
quarrel qurol 
question qukestn 
I 
ll 
radio rid eo radeo 
railroad rallrond railrode 
I 
railroad railrod 
redrood ralerood 
I 
I 
I 
raining ranig 
rang runing 
really wealy 
refused refesent 
-- """"- - ~~ -
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
ride rad 
rif'le rif'el 
right ringht rit 
river ridear 
road rode 
rode riged road 
roof' rook 
room rome 
roon 
rope roep rop 
rough ruf' 
ruff' 
round rowed 
royal roly 
rolal 
rule rul 
running runnig runing 
safe scave 
safety saf'ter saf'te 
safely 
seaf't 
said siad sed .3 
sail sale 
sailor salter sailer 
170 
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
sat set 
save safe 
saw was 2 
swe 
say 
scenery senree 
school sclool scool 
shool 
Scotch Sctch 
scratch soch 
schere 
selfish sellfish 
sent seant 
set sat 
shields sels 
ship sip shipe 
shooting shoting 
shopping a hoping 
should sould 
shoud 
shod 
shoulder cher 
shovel shual 2 
shorel 
sholvel 
sholed 
r,rrr' 
1~(1 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
showed sould 
shut suit shutte 2 
sick stch sik 
sign sixe 
sincerely sonsely 
singing sining 
sitting siting 
skating stating 
skipping skping 
slacks slaks 
slaves savles slavs 
sliding selding 
slip slope 
smaller samller 
smile small smill 
smooth smole 
snake snak 
snow SWOR 
soap sope 
soda sody 
son sun 2 
soon sore 
~ -
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4- (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
sorry srooy sory 2 
saryer 
sound sond 
spelling selling 
spoon spom 
spot spout 
sprained spanged 
spring sping 
stairs storys stares 
stand stan 
started stared 
stated 
standed 
strated 
start ing starning 
stayed stacy stade 
steam sten 
steps sapts 
stone ston 
store shory stor 
story sorty 
straighten straten 
strict stike 
strike strick 
----
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
strong stong 
strog 
stoye 
stronger stroner 
stubborn sebren 
stuck stupk 
stick 
statt 
stork 
stu~ staye 
studying studing 
stuff stuf 
stump stabe 
such sash 
suit sute 
summer simmer 
sure shur 
swimming swiming 
swinging s'Wining 
swords sos 
sympatey simpaith 
tail tal 
taken tanken 
taking takeing 
- - --
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
tale tail 
talk tall 
talking takeing 
taking 
tall tell 
taught tach 
teacher tacher techer 
tehand techerr 
teare 
teeth theeth 
telephone tellefone 
terrible taible 
test teat 
than then 2 
thank thace 
that thit 
thot 
their thir there 2 
thire thar 
them then 
then thent thene 
dan 
there they thar 4 
thaar 
their 3 
they thay 4 
SPELLING E&~ORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD 
thin 
think 
thirsty 
though 
thought 
thoughtful 
thread 
threw 
through 
throw 
tie 
tied 
tight 
till 
time 
tire 
together 
told 
too 
NON-PHONETIC 
think 
thing 2 
thetre 
theat 
thout 
thoughtul 
thrad 
thought 
thoth 
thow 
thorht 
thorw 
thorgh 
die 
tell 
tine 3 
tirer 
to get 
to de 
to old 
tilled 
PHONETIC 
tho 
throo 
throu 
thrue 
thry 
throe 
tide 
tite 
to 
- - - --- - - - --=- --=------::""""'"--==--
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SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
took dook 
take 
tooth thuh 
touch tach 
toward tord 
towels towols 
tractor tracter 
trapped traped 
treasure treaeser 
trees tress 
trick tick 
tried tryed 
trouble toblol troble 
truck track 
truly truldy 
trumpet tumbet 
truth turth 
try tra 
two tow to 2 
umpire a.mpir 
until in tell untill 
intill 
autain 
~~ 177 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
up op 
us as 
use swse yo us 
ues 
useful yousful 
usually youusels 
vacation vacicitic 
vegetable vagetabell 
ventilator ventalater 2 
very ever vary 4 
every varry 
veay verry 2 
wait wayt 
walk wakl walke 
wlk 
want went 2 
what 
wnt 
wanted want de 
war wor 
washing waching 
watch which 
water wahter 
ways was 
;q 17u 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
well ell 
went when 2 
whent 
wint 
want 
were 1rear wer2 
wher 
where 
war 
what wath 
when went 4 
wen 
whew 
waen 
where were whare 
which wich 
while wile 3 
wily 
whip wip 
white wite 
withe 
who woh 
why way 
will whill 
win wind 
wind win 
window winodlr win do 
wine dow 
SPELLING ERRORS 
LOW HALF GROUP IN GRADE 4 - (continued) 
WORD NON-PHONETIC PHONETIC 
with whit 2 withe 
what 
whten 
white 
without whithout 
wood word 
word werd 
world wrold 
would 
would wound wood 3 
write wirt rite 2 
wirte rit 
writer 
writing writeing 2 
riting 
wrong wrog 
wrote rout rote 
wote 
year yrad 
yellow yovl yelow 
yesterday yestday 
yet yes 
yourself yourslef 
i8 
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APPENDIX B 
Sample copies of the following tests which were administered for the 
I purpose of this study are: 
1. Spelling inventory 
2. Visual word identification 
3. Visual word analysis 
4. Auditory word identification 
5. Auditory word analysis 
I 
I The Kuhlmann-Anderson Test for Grade III and the New California Mental I 
Maturity, Elementary, Short Form, were not included because they may be I 
obtained from the publishers. I 
-
~-~, 
I 
--
--- . 
Spelling Inventory (Based on Betts Arey Me.terials) 181 
FORM I-A 
1. Will you come to the party? 
2. John 'trill __gg_ to the store. 
3. Will ....I:ru! go? 
4. Will he go to the store? 
5. My ~ther gave me a. pencil. 
6. Jobn has a bi"cycle 
'"(. Jerry was :not at horlle. 
-
8. John's pencil "tvas ..!!!._his pocket. 
9. Hill you _gg_ re a favor? 
10. I put J1_ on the desk. 
11. John ...c.an.... catch big fi sh. 
12. You may come ~me. 
13. Do not vm1k on the gra gs . 
14. I lik= ~eacheB. 
15. I cannot ~ the kite. 
16. John said I may have his pencil. 
17. We have a new puppy. 
18. Hother said we could go, 
19. Put the book here . 
20. Hhich of you can go? 
21. John is at home . 
22. Tom is in school. 
__;;;;;;.__ 
23. Jack w..ay get a new bicycl". 
24. They will have fun. 
25. J olln rode that bicycle. 
FORM II-A 
1. We have a new tabl~ for our books. 
2. How much cake can tOU eat. 
3, It ' s t1Illl3 to go to bed 
4. We must give them good food to eat~ 
5. We have done all our work. 
6. I like cold. water to drink. 
7. How manz good friends vre have$ 
8. I saw five little squirrels in the woods. 
9. Put on your other coat, not this one. 
10. How much milk does yotll' cow give? 
ll. Father will be here in school at ten this :morning. 
12. Did you ever pull out ~ tooth. 
13 . 'rhe school party was fun. 
14. Boys don't cry 
15. What a tall man 
very often. 
your father is. 
16 . MY rabbit hops away when he is afrai<}, 
17. Mary says her dog has five puppies. 
18. Can you close one· eye at a time~ 
19 . Both men e,nd women go to church~ 
20. · Who ,.,ants more time to read? 
182 
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FORM III-A 
1. Our school paper is full of news every day. 
-----
2. Boys and girls learn .many good things in school, 
3. Five and one D"£.ke six 
4. Our teacher 111.ak~s school fun for us. 
5· The root helps to keep a house wa.."'!ll. anc'14 dry. 
6~ The farmer grows food for us to eat. 
7· \•Te walked slowly t~ough the woods. 
8. l·ie try to be readz for school on time. 
. ; 
9. I will give you one pan of my apple. 
10'~ Ce.n you caz:u this heav--.r bag yoursel~'? 
11. Each cb.tld keeps his ¢ml , l2l~«: in li.is book. 
12 . vle like people who ere ahm.ys lauflhing e.nd happy. 
13 • We keep 6ne wall of our room for new pictures. 
14. He laughed a·~ the fw ..ny story :Billy told. 
15. I'n holding the door open for you, 
16. We went to the p~:rk and watched a man feeding the birds. 
17. She is Jlrs. M.A. Hill . Write the abbreviation that is 
pronounced "lldssi z". 
18. ivere you in school earlz or l~te this morning? 
19. Riding is fun, but sometimes I lik-e walking better. 
20. Ho't<T long haYe you been sitting here in the svn? 
I 
21 . That cup is dirty but here is . a clean one. 
22. Paint the grass green and the house ...jg=-=r~w"'--· 
23. At Christll".as time vre have fu.."1 shopping in all the stores 
24. The farmer makes his butter from rich cream . .. 
25. At night the street lights help us see. 
18 
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184 
1. You my choose the book you like best . 
2 . I dressed up like a 1vic ked witch on liallm·Teen. 
3. Do the new shoes fit your feet or do they hurt? 
- - ---
4. If you pla;>• \vi th fi:·:e you rray get burned by it. 
5. We sometimes ::~ee -vd.ld a..'li:zrals in the forest 
6. If you knovr the anm.,.er 1 raise ~,-our hand. 
7. It is often fun to learn to play ne't-T ga!l"..es. 
8. Mother gave me ten eents a'ld .Dad has given me ten more . 
9 · Almost everyone I know likes football. 
10. I like turkey bettor than cr.icken; don't ~,"OU? 
11. Do you know what it vould cost to buil·i a toy airplane? 
12. You will find story books on this she~' and on the one :b~lQJt it. 
13. Use a slnr:;_;, 1-nife t ::> :rr:."..l<:.e little marks in the uoocl . 
11~ . Is this your pencil, or does it belong to Alice? 
15 • . I can't go with you today but I ' ll go sometime tomorrow. 
16. itle stood still while Joe raised the flag . 
17 . Does school begin at ei@t or nine o ' clock? 
18 . \{ e should not blame Dick for brealdng the 'tvindovr , 
19 . I need · a new bathing suit before I go S"1Timming next su:m-_ner . 
20 . We picked these wild flo-vrers in the field near our h{)USe, 
21. Good leaders tell us -vrhat to do and. help us do i·'-v o 
-
22. These stocldngs are rrade of silk 
23. Mother can bake fine cakes and pies. 
24 . In camp 't·Te rose at seven o ' clock every morning. 
25. We keep a coll ar around our dog 's neck all the ti nrG .. 
-• 
FORM v .. A 
1. There my be a long delq 
I I 
before the train starts. 
2. Who owns the red book;, and. who :i,s the owner of the blue one? 
3. JAy your pencil box on the desk where I laid mine. 
4. My big sister is seventeen years old. 
5. We always enjoy the parties 
I 
vTe have at school. 
6. Most peo::pJ.e learn 'better if t.hey study . their lessons well. 
7. Have you eve+ seen a big airplane landing at the airports? 
8. We are having more rain than we usually have in Se::pte~ber. 
I 
9, vle can hear the big clock 1n the. tower __ s_t_r_i...,k_e...,._ twe;L ve. 
10. Fill this pail and thl,s bucket with llrl.L~ for our picnic. 
11. Most ::peopJ,.~ take pride in paving their desks in fine order . 
12. Is your town built on level or on h~lly land? 
13. The light a candle gives is not very bright. 
14. Can you claim· these gloves we found? 
15. Mother'E new hat has a red feather in it. 
16. vle have a camp on the island in the lake, 
17. Be careful. not to waste ru1y of this paper. 
18. We have a good who lives in t~e house next door. 
19. It would give us great pleasure to h~ ve you go l-li th us. 
20. Take a taste of this cocoa and tell me if it is sweet enough. 
21. We are proud of our American ffag. 
22. ~-Tho will preach the sermon in our church on S~day? 
23. Can you 't-Tai t just a moment longer before you start?-
24. Our flower garden is full of blue and pink and other -~ga;:;;:y~- colors. 
25. In the big city, people keep walking by in a steady stream • 
• 
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FO.HH VI -A 
1. The mid.dle of a town is the centr~ ) art of it. 
2. A litt le thinking can often prevonL.. accidents. 
3. In early times people often worked for the profit of all. 
4 • Our school ~rill s oon be serving hot ltmch at noon. 
5 . Are you going directly home, or shall you stop on the way? 
6. What kind of material do I need to build a good hen coop? 
7. I '11 "ir.t"ite to you wherever you are next stlinlller. 
8. , Some people find exciting adventure without leaving horne. 
9. Our new tent ,is made of strong waterproof canvas 
10. Most of \lS are please~ by 'the kindness of others~ 
11. We are going to the mov.ies when we're. in town. 
12. If the big bag is too much of a burden , carry the smaller one. 
13. We need a ~~!!___ of potatoes and a peck of apples. 
14. A shipment of ne"Yr bookn has just been delivered . 
15. Shall I pay for the groceries I purchase ;at the store? 
16. Sometimes very precious things have no money value . 
17. Most children live active lives, not ~uiet ones. 
18. Bob is the business manager of our school paper . 
19. This red stone loo~s like a .tewel , but it's glass . 
20 . As soon as Nan ' s illness is over, she'll come back to school. 
21. How !!'.any million stars are in the sk";? 
22 . Mother rcalces the best peach pie I ever a te. 
23 . You take the risk of falling vThen you climb the tree. 
--::..==----
24. ·Jim played a trumpet __ s:...:o~l.,.o ___ for u ·~ last week. 
25. ~ho L~ the dearest friend you have? 
NAME SCHOOL GRADE 
..-
_ _. 
-
t87 
' 
1. I i ago dog do go girl 
I I 2. tab pat top pot tap 
I 
I 
3·1 slat l ast lost lot blast 
I 4.1 l ack clock block black dark 
s. I clear clean close climb l oan 
, I quite quick quack point o~ 
I question quiet quit 
7. d:i.nncr differ difference deference 
deferent efferent different 
So contact contain certain contains 
counter capital curtain 
9. other then wealthier weather 
whether -.:ihi ther wealth 
10. presently plainess pl easantness priestess 
pretentious pr acticalness positiveness 
1
11. r ecession r eception eruption r eceptive I r ecognition r ecitation r eciprocation 
I 
! 
I ideaUon i ndi cation indecision i ndirection 112 . I 
I indevotion indicator i mbri cation I .. i 
113. I I filigress f aucets fractious facilities I 
I f actories fici.tious faculties 
14. I ungr aceful inaugur al ungrateful grapefruit I 
I enigmatical unguarded ingr atia.tc 
I ,r' I enticement entombment entrJ.nc'3ment i ntermi ttent --.J . i entertffi.nment integument intonation i 
I : -16. , -I i approximate appropri at e appetite depreci ate I 
I I appar5.tion apprentice appre ci ate 
• 
i 20 , I discursive des irons de ci duo us de no_u_n_c.-e-:..~-i-s_e_a_s e_:_i s_c_ou_r_t_e . _o_u_:_e_r_i--s 1.-· v-e--t 
~1, I . promotion protecting portending pronns>ng 
f I prospecting promoting prompting 1---;·----·-
l 2? o I r egistration 
I J 
r e cognition reg'll e.r :r:oe gulate 
I . r adiction negotiation r egulati on 
' ~--..:·--------·------- ·--,----------·---------·--------1 
J i 
\ r :." ; (! Q~!·c.er:ded contented ! - ; contested contC' ndnr connect ed 
l_ ___ ) ______ _____________ "'------·------·-------1 
l ! 
! •) l I 
' . .. 0 < 
i i 
consi gnment cc,nquc"St 
consecr .s.tion 
consequence 
contingence -::onsistence 
l ! 
,- - -1------ - -·-----·---------- - - - - ------------------1 
l ? ' ' i I ,. I r egulation r efraction r c formatJ.ori r ef ormative 
r eflection information 
1--·--r-'-----------·------------------·--- - - - ---------f 
disinfe ::::ting disaffe cted despordc;r.t disinfectant 
disfigurement de scendant dissonant 
~~ infecting -~nrerring 
referred inferred 
informing r ef erring 
infes ting 
28. perspicuity perspiration pertinency predatory 
r ' ' -~o ~-· . 
I 
~-:-· I 
- J. .. l 
• 
formation 
asccmdJ.ncc 
i nductive 
perversity perversely pe rspiratory 
formul a formul ate f ormation 
f ascino.t e formul ating f ormative 
accordion accommodc.: t e accidence 
accor dance accusative attenrl:ance 
-
endor ser indic a. t o::..· inducer 
indention i ncubator ir!ductor ----~ !-, ---------
J2 o I ener getic engender engaged engineer 
ingrate ingredient neg:--'Give 
. I 
~---·-· ~--·-----·---------------------------------f 
' f I ' '3 ~ ~=· . 'l 
. I 
! l I , 
:,!. ~~~ _ _ ll --s- c-m:- l-. 1_\,;_"_n_t _i_c_u_l_a_r ____ s_e_r;u_·_c .... l-. r_c_u_l_a_r _____ b_i_c_e_n_te1mi,al 
semicivilize semicentennial semicircumfer ence 
m&tri8ula don matur.::-.tive :malediction 
1nal ef actor malform<.tio:1 ;:-.e t c..bolism 
t ercentenary 
.. 
NAME. ___________ SCHOOL. __________ GRAIE_ 
1. a ment com ab n ion ple 
2 d t dre tist pl b • I a ram es m I 
' I 
3. I non ta pic rinc par tion nee 
4. ax ac edge ent ate knowl m duce 
5. I ver net sian ment ad lect tise 
I 
6. gan quar j eot t et an ta fet 
7. tee gle an ty trans viv guar 
B. tla lia cl per a par ment 
9 .. te temp ta pl sign tion b 
10, 1 thu si ce tic as gen en 
11. paint ap sur ment dis ax point 
12. fi le no mag ni cent tain 
13. I ver pur re ch ber tion a 
1 
I 
14, I fr late im pu l ite po cert 
l 15,, cen do lear lier sur gon 
16. pe a1 th oc ri im ap 
- 17, chis ic mat re schis nor br 
18. i con fore cal her met ment 
I 
. 
. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22 . 
23 . 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
a 
ac 
a 
e 
di 
for 
tor 
ber 
pur 
mil 
or 
ba 
la 
ous 
pr 
spect 
pi 
es 
190 
e ing tic l ee di ous 
queen quain tence at tance 
a b gree ble dis age 
to 0 lab ry ra val 
l abor ry ex traor on na 
fee tain tion a ry con 
frig r ect r e er d a 
ver ni mil mort ion sion 
bu per nat l ate am en 
merge t er li ne me pe 
ex oc al eel ize si 
ap pre t end pro tion at 
pend jur d tic ma pneu 
k liv l e i ob vi 
trans en t ial f er t er em 
on an to ry prom ly 
ant sub t at e ice up pal 
mate dis ic der ti un 
:19_1 
NAME __________________________ GRADE ____ ~SCHOOL ____________________ ___ 
I 
1. dog day boy boys play 
2. child can call cold bold 
3. barn bun bar bone burn 
4. quack quick quickly quart queen 
-
5. nose ice mice race nice 
6. speck steak speak stick spice 
7. along around alone atone belong 
8. would world whirl word wound 
9. t error tremble terrible t errace trouble 
10. radiate radiator radish r adiation mediator 
11. invent inverted imitation invitation invention 
12. t erminator thermomet er thermost at baromet er ther eafter 
13. r espirator r eport reporter r eported importer 
14. admittance r emittance attendance attention admiration 
15. r easonable r enewable r emarkable r emarkably r emovable 
16. expression exigency expertly impressively expressly 
17. entrancement enticement entertain enthronement entertainment 
18. beset bequest request bewitch inquest 
... 
" •• 
19. i 
20. 
21. 
22 . 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
defonnity defiantly 
department dependent 
reducer r ecorded 
prevent inventive 
postpone proscribe 
conjugal conjuncture 
apparently transparently 
commiserate commissioner 
adversity advisory 
perspective prospective 
r etraction destruction 
consistently contingency 
r espiration r egulation 
insolent incessant 
exhalation excl usion 
insurgent incident 
revelation rhododendron 
menology monolatry 
92 
delinquency infirmity defensively 
deposition independent depredation 
r educed recited resented 
~ 
productive prevention prcv.enti ve 
subscription manuscript postscript 
conjugate conj ecture projector 
appropriately appenling appearance 
connotation provisioner commission 
advisedly adversary obviously 
prospector presEmtive respective 
distinction distortion distraction 
constancy consciously consistency 
r esignation designation r egistration 
insolvent savant insurgent 
exaltation exhileration exhaustion 
r ecipient incipient insipience 
r emember r everberation retroversior 
monopoly mono logy monotony 
~ 193-
Name Grade School 
------------------------------- ----- -----------------------
1. tr bl ish ing amp ind 
-
2. cer rad spo nk pri ik 
3. e phi gro cer igh sel 
4. lij por im us re less 
-
'· 
pem a i pol an er l ent tish 
6. sp ar an s.t drel lite 
7. kon shun cler lat ven triv 
B. tak for mj.s kon igh tun 
9. vex tal s.hun a 0 vim 
10. boi aj a:j:, voi 
11. mach nes les ech 
12. on test vest in ing ish 
13. ba duk ap nik shut shun 
~4. mel zel U$ ot 
tl-5. er quiv giv en 
16. thresh ont old fresh 
17. wun wiz ard der 
D. B. den fen hi hid 
-
19. kist ster yel yung 
?()_ +.hl2+. ,n mi q t .hri t .i ."l ;tl" 
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